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History Of The Btalesti9e Methodist
Rewealed•VsYears'Of Progress

Walter P. Preuett, 74, a native
of Obion county, died at 4 o'clock ChUrCh
Wednesday morning alt
in Fulton after a three years ill)
ness.
Mr. Preuett was born and reared near Woodland. He lived, near
Fulton for rnany years where he
was engaged in farming and later resided in Gracy, Ky., until
about a year ago
wh,,n he retnre.cd to F'ultr,n to
'roan.
1ie
t ,i
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*-4""));1441 . "Mankind was never so happily
.
inspired as when it made a Cathedral"
_ Robert Louis Stephenson.
To the metropolitan multitude,
a Cathedral may be a magnificent
1 and famous landmark, but to the
0.4 small community, their church is
1 their Cathedral, none-the-less
3 built with dilivrit planning, devout reverence and heartwarming
satisfaction; it is no-lei.s the glow
4 130y co':
which spreads its warmth
of
tt
.1 ef1;
peace and knits the community in
a common fellowship.
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Dawiy
latives
vteat, ri. 1 ,i., not wean by this that Carte this
Monday. Mrs. ly.e went Daltm of Fulton: three brothers,
tine Church, and its surrounding
Itessekend.
J. C. Preuctt of Woodland Mills.
Vus is a dictatcd :::ession. There
community ..
for the cranmunDoroth4StePhenson spent the fia a ch( ck up at the Campbell
Will Preuett of Union City, and
gre certain 'bills and new laws weekend with- friends and rela- Clin
ity founded the Church, and the
Preuett of Alexander,
that are necessary to the effici- tives in Memphis and Arkansas.
Church has knit the cormramity
Congratulations, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
ent administration of the
State Dorothy, we hope you had all of Eugene Jackson on the birth of a Tenn., and two sisters, Mrs. Ruby
into a happy union now in its onePayne and Mrs. David Knox of
government.'These bills will be clothes buttoned up this time.
hundred and seventeeth
year.
daughter born January 24.
Union City.
passed. The Governor is astute
In seeking the origins crf this
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Bynum and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray House and
A daughter, Mrs. Clara Agnes
enough to know that "he gdverns family, Mr. and
church and this community we
Mrs. Charles Linda Gale were Sunday
night Lowe of
Hopkinsville, died a year
best who governs least" and will Stafford and family were Thurshave been greatly aided by being
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ago.
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the Browder Brothers and their
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YES POLIO IS EXP

WOMENS'AUXILIARY T°'kid meeting scb3r1
TO SPONSOR PARTY

Frid
ne-not-drive, annual dues from its members,
ind other miscellaneous revenue producing
funds that reach the coffers of the DAV.

FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Otfice Boot 485

Fulton, Kentiacky

R.PAUL and JOHANNA IL WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

With ABSOLUTELY no intention of casting any aspersions on the DAV and its functions, we're just wondering if there isn't an
awful lot of duplication of work done by such
3ther organizations as the American Legion,

111 eassabee of the Lenteeky Press Association
, year in Fulton,
Subscription Rates $2 pw
Hickman. Graves Countieu Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Comities, Tenn.; Elsewhere
Thruout the United States, $2.50 per year.

the Veterans of Foreign Wars and dozens of
3ther veterans organizations, which have been
3rganized after the second world war. This
is in addition to the work done by the Veterans Administration.

Entered as eecond class matter June 321. 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the postal act of March, 1879.
Pubtidied Every friday 'Of The Year
There is... nothing that keeps the heed
young like sympathy. like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
eauae.—Anonymous.

Mr. Rice referred us to a speech made by
Hon. Alexander Wiley in the Senate of the
:halted States, wherein he said too, that more
:ban 4000 car-owners received lost keys be:ause of this vital organization called Identorag. That seems an awfully insignificant answer when one attempts to find out what real
financial aid is given to disabled Veterans.
The thing that concerns us most is that
veterans' affairs seems to be good front for
almost any good racket. This latter statement
2oncerns no particular person or group, but
when we think that there are more than 200
different veterans organizations, some recognized, and some not recognized by the Veterans Administration; that Congressman, Senators, Governors and other politicians are intimidated by the omnipotent veterans angle;
that the veterans expenditure from VA alone
are upwards of $8,000,000,000 annually: that
recently we read where a veteran received a
Donanza of more thanJ4000 in a house, a car,
3 wheelchair, a monthly allotment for life,
'and various other things, it seems to us that
the United States Government is taking care
its abled and disabled veterans without any
:oercion from outside groups.

FRIDAY, IAlitfilltY 27, 1951/

We Need Hoover Report 021
Veterans Affair' s
newsThis week, in 200 Metropolitan
papers, we assume throughout the Nation, The
Disabled American Veterans National Foundation is again announcing a $100,000 puzzle contest This is the third such contest to be sponsored by this national organization of veterans.
For the third time now, we have wondered just how successful these contests were, i. e.
from a financial standpoint, to the sponsoring
urganization.
Mr.
After the first contest we wrote to
Vivian D. Corbly, National Adjutant of the
Disabled American Veterans and told him that
we were doing an article on the various veterans organizations with particular reference to
their direct expenditure of funds for disabled
veterans. Mr. Corbly referred our letter to Mr.
Millard Rice, executive secretary of the Disabled American Veterans Service Foundation,
who answered in a most unconvincing bit of
Ame_ricana.

What this country needs is a Hoover report on the veterans organizations of .America,
with a firm purpose of getting rid of the rackatters and particularly those that prey on the
disabilities of heroes for their existence.

Mr. Rice said:
Yrs, it is true that the DAV Service
Foundation derived net proceeds from its
conduct of its first national puzzle contest
in exceas of $1,11110,900.041. It has already allocated the sum of $750,0110.00 therefroni
to the beneficiary of its trust, the Disabled American Veterans, for its use for
the maintenance of full-time National
Service Officers in all of the Regional,
Branch and Central Offices of the Veterans Adminiatration and its Hospitals, for
the purpose of rendering needed expert

An Unseen Hand
On Monday, January 30 . ... human beings, the world over, commemorated the birthday of one of America's greatest heroes. He
was a hero to the impoverished people in totalitarian countries, to the soldier in the foxhole, to the sailor fighting on American balleships on the high seas .... in nearly every Nation in the world the name of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, was a by-word of greatness.

sympathetic technical information, advice
and assistance to thousands of individual
disabled veterans and their dependents,
to enable them technically to establish the
service connection of their disabilities and
to prove up entitlement to other benefits
to whidi they may be lawfully and equitably entitled.
That's very nice, we thought, but then we
..-entembered that the Veterans Administration, in nearly every community of arty size
in America also maintains contact representatives to do exactly the kind of work administered by DAV. Then, we asked., what -about
Idento-Tag, the huge
concern,
Cincinnati
which s,ends out miniature automobile license
tags to car owners in America_
Mr. Rim said:The DAV owns and operates an
Idento-Tag Department, which undertakes
In send est miniature automobile license
tags te an antonaohile owners each year,
is turn sabcitiag their contributions. About 30% of these who receive such
Ideate-Tags do return some contributions.
About 4,000 sets of lost keys are returned
to their tovners each month by reason of
this nation-wide key insurance. These
miniature automobile license tags are sent
out to automobile owners on an unordered
merchandise basis, which is fro Kurd upon
as an unorthodox method of selling commodities or gadgets.
If this svere to be done OT1 an ordered
merchandise basis, then it would be neccessary to sell this handy gadget for the
sum of at least S1.00 and it would thereby
lose its nation- vide key insurance status.
The DAV uses its net income derived from
its ldento-Tag project for the purpose of
maintaining its nation-wide staff of some
300 full-time expert trained National Service Officers. Nearly all of them were
trained under Public Law No. 16, with
subsistence allowances paid to them hy
the Veterans Administration during the
period of their training for a period of
twenty-four months, during which they
receive increasing supplemental salaries
from the DAV. The 10th class of such
trainees, vas rehabilitated, so that the
Veterans Administration no longer pro
vides Xi; a.stistance to any such -trainees:
(F.d's Note: Except for the individual
pensions received by an service-connected disabled veterans.)
Besides the fabulous contest returns, and
ldento-Tag, there is also the annual Forget-

•

But for all of his greatness, his admiration by potentates and kimis, by fighting men
and the cheering throngs, to thousands of people in the United States he was a fellow cripale .... a man who overcame the tremendous
handicaps of a horrible disease and became
President of the United States.
To those same thousands of fellow sufferers, like the Mildred
Greers and the Harry
Browns, and Betty Jean Jhonsons, he was also
an inspiration who turned tragedy into triumph.
•

/IQ

He was a benefactor, something of a saviour of their lives. A man who made it possible
for them to go on living normal lives. It was
Franklin Roosevelt who established the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis arid
instituted the annual March of Dimes to collect funds to fight the increasing btirden of
this crippling disease.
Each year, through the annual March of
D.mes, the narne of Franklin Roosevelt is re
membered vividly, not so much because he
was one of this country's greatest presidents,
3ut because he steps down frorn his -rostrum
as a historical figure and again lencli. an un-seen hand to thousands of little children as
staff to lean on in their attempts to walk
again.

RTRICTLY BUSINESS
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This week of the regular midwinter meeting of the Kentucky
Press
Association in Louisville
seems a most appropriate time
for some observations on today's
newspapers. And the raising of a
couple of questions about their
future.
A good
rnany of the most
thoughtful philosophers of modern journalism are considerably
concerned, not to say disturbed,
at what appears to be a trend away from old-fashioned, down to
earth, two-fisted journalism.
Everyone is familiar with the
remarkable remark to the effect
that newspapers have become a
good six per cent investment.
Not everyone is as familiar with
the equally quotable remarks of
Spike Canham, Editor of
the
Christian Science Monitor, at a
recent
meeting of radio
news
men.
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"Excuse me, Sir—tbe staff is assembled for your pep talkr

From The Files:

Tiviminf Bach 1114 eloch
January 30. 1925:
New
I. C. train No. 103, the
was delayed
Orleans Limited,
Thursday morning due to a derailment north of Kuttawa. No
injuries were reported.
J. W. Roney, tvho has resided
in and near Fulton and Hickman
the
for 39 years, a lawyer for
past 23 years, a past Police judge
of Hickman and a former County
Attorney, announces his candidacy for the office of County Attorney again, subject to the August primary
John M. Egan, superintendent
of the I. C.'s Tennessee Division
in Fulton from 1915-19 and lately
a vice-president of the Missouri
Pacific, died this week.
Mrs. Matilda E. Brooks
died
this last week at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. A. T. Conley on
Walnut
street;: Mrs. Roxie
Peeples Lowe, w•ife of W.
J.
Lowe, passed away at her home
on Central avenue Monday.
Mrs. R. S. Matthews presented
two of her pupils, Mary
Lois
Williams and
Treva Carnell
Jonesrin a piano and vocal recital
Jan. 24th at her home in Forestdale. Miss Jones is now a successful piano
teacher at
Welch's
high school and Miss Williams a
commercial student at
Fulton
high.
Savings of over a million and
a half will be effected annually
to the I. C. by the new Edgewood
cut-off, the
Chicago
Tribune
stated this week.
M. F. DeMyer, located at the
corner of Lake and Commercial
streets, has completed his 35th
year in the jewelry business in
Fulton. Starting in 1890 with R.
N. Phipps under the
Vendome

Opera house, he opened his own
firm, M. F. DeMyer & Sons, in
1895.
A reception at the home of the
bride's parents in Morenci.
Jan. 18th honored the marriage of
Nellie Hodge to Richard Homra.
who is engaged in the mercantile
business in Tiptonville. Tenn.
January 31, 1930:
Dr. I. H. Read and Ira Little
have dissolved partnership
in
their Dodge automobile
business. leaving Dr.
Read as sole
owner.
Palestine school notes: the PTA
has presented the school a cabinet
victrola . . . . ancl has installed
an Allen Parlor furnace instead
of a regular school stove . . . .
students are now selling garden
seed in order to get a selection
of Children's classics for the library .
. honor students in the
fifth month include Harvey Donoho. Naylor V.'ard Burnette Mid
James Browder, 7th grade; Mignon Redmon
and Edna
Earle
Pev..itt, 5th grade; Annie Laurie
Burnette, 4th grade: J. W. Fortner 3rd grade: John Frederick
Ritter. 1st grade. John M. Byrd is
instructor.
The Beelerton basketball team
won a double victory over Fulton
last week, the boys by 18-13 and
the girls 12-6;
Beelertan girls
tied Clinton there Saturday 9-9:
the score will be untied at a later
date.
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Mr. Canham, one of the most
respected editors in the business, reported that he is genuinely disturbed because newspapers
apparently are not as concerned
today as they formerly were with
seeing to it that their readers get
the truth.
Too much is printed, he said in
effect, (and for that
matter,
broadcast- on the radio)
which
well-informed people know
is
slanted, partially-true
propan-

ganda. By trying overly hard to
be superlatively objective, Spike
Canham indicated, our source of
news dissemination have become
inaccurate.
The solution, of course, is more
interpretation and analysis
of
news, less slavish
devotion to
purports
to be fact, which
what
actually is only part fact: which
be
truth, which is
purports to
only half-truth.
There is a dividing line samewhere between
thorough, accurate and truthful reporting of a
news story, and
opinion about
that story. Would you say a news
story about a courtroom audience
was editorial if it described the
crowd as
muttering
angrily,
scowling fiercely at the def.rdrnt
and generally exhibiting a iytici,
atmosphere was less truthful and
less accurate than a news story
which describes the courtroom as
packed to capacity wtih townspeople
Wc assume in this
case, of
course, that 'an honest and
accurate reporter has been assigned
to the trial.
It would seem that we must
take more time to train reporters
to do a more thorough job--and
while we're training them, install
the idea that absolute accuracy
and complete
honesty to
our
profession as a typewriter.
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as coming from an individual writing exactly what he pleases—one
reporting, the truth as he gets it
and with nothing to gain but the_
satisfaction of seeing Kentuckians
make the Commonv.;ealth as good
a State as its neighbors.
I have five times as much confidence in the progress of Kentucky as I had when I joined up
with Mr. Schacter and the fine
group of men and women in the
Committee tor Kentucky.
When the Committee began to
expose Kentucky's shortcomings
there was much
hostility from
people responsible in varying degrees for the backwardness
of •
the State. To some of the people
satisfied with Kentucky as it was.
everybody connected
with the
work of putting our dirty linen
on front-yard clotheslines was
a Communist. But now most of
the reactionaries have cooled off
—many of them have joined the
march.
In the future I am going to expect more help from newspaper
men and civic leaders. They will
have to send me facts about community projects. Chambers
of
commerce also can help by reporting induStrial,
cqmmerciaL or civic progitss in. their cities
and counties.
The Union County
Advocate
will syndicate my "copy" as
a
courtesy to the daily and weekly press of the State. I am asking one bit of advanced help from
all newspapers using my stuff—

I for
article :
few par
will pr
questior
governr
so depe
a paper

that each of them send me 52 Cecil Bolin in Crystal River, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner
self-addressed and stamped long
visited relatives in Union
City
envelopes.
Sunday afternoon.
Miss Helen Bailey of Mayfield
111r. and Mrs. C. L. Gardner are v,,as the weekend
guests of Mrs.
the guests of their daughter, Mrs. Olene McDaniels on Arch street.

Jake Hainline, 84, passede away
Sunday at his home nead Dukedom; Louise
Wilds, 5, of near
Fulton, died
Tuesday in Paducah's Ftiverside hospital; Mrs. A.
A. Clark, 22, passed away Saturday at her home near
Crutchfield.

Ewing Galloway:

before,
As I may have hinted
the winding up of the Committee
wonderful jobes
for Kentucky's
does not mean the end of my selfcreated stint. Thousands of people and more than 100 newspapers in the 120 counties have
been aroused by the work of the
Committee and will go right on
No man has power to let another prescribe
working for better communities,
for a better State, and I hope to
his faith. Faith is not faith without having.—
string along with them as long
Thomas Jefferson.
as the newspapers print my stuff.
in
The announcement early
1949 that around March this year
Nothing in life-is more wonderful than
Committee for
Kentucky
the
would call it a job well done was
faith—the one great moving force which we
a shock to me. I thought the orcan neither weigh in the balance nor test in
ganization should at least keep
the crucible.—Harvey Cushing.
one man and a secretary employed indefinitely, but President
Harry W. Schacter and the directors thought otherwise. I bowed
Faith marches at the head of the army of
to their judgment, with some reprogress. It is found beside the most refined
luctance, arid then
hatched
a
life, the freest government, the profoundest
plan for carrying on with this
newspaper column.
philosophy, the noblest
pdetry,...the purest
In the three years I have been
humanity.—T. T. Munger.
writing aboat scores of community projects that have been finished and many others
definitely
Faith full-fledged, soaring to the Horeb
planned. I believe more civic proheight, brings blessings infinite, and the spirit
gress will be made in the next
-Of !hi§ orisOn is. the fruit orrightheis,—"On — three years than' since • r started
writing the column Jan. 1, 1947.
earth peace, good will toward men."—Mary
And I am sure that by reporting
Baker Eddy.
what communities are doing, my
job Will be worth continuing indefinitely, provided most of the
newspapers that ran my stuff as
The use of history is to give value to the
coming from the Committee for
duty.—Emerson.
present hour and its
Kentucky are willing to print it
0
--

Dick Oberlin:

by bicr-•atters

that makes yogis
so Valuable! /
If yqpr telephone were the only one in town,
it wouldn't
be worth very much to you. It's the people you
can call
and the people who can call you.that makes
telephone
service mean so much.
The value of your telephone increases
as more new
telephones are installed. Today there are
more than
twice as many telephones in service as
there were before
the war and new ones continue to go in
at a record rate.
Probably some of your friends or relatives
are among
these thousands upon thousands of new
subscribers.
Yes, it's the other fellow's telephone
that helps to make
yours so valuable.
When you consider how much it does
for you at the
price you pay, telephone service
stands out as one of
today's real bargains,
S91,1THERN BELL TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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ton counties paved, if I had to
sell my people and my soul to
any man or party.
It is a disgrace to the State of
Kentucky, the way the school
teachers have been treated. What
has the Stat,e got that is more important in these times than its
children and its educational program? Just one: the Churches of
this great nation of ours. The
teachers have tried to handle this
business in the right way; but
now the time has arisen when
some drastic move
should be
made. My suggestion to all ,the
teachers is to stick together and
you will win out.
But we don't have to go all the
way tc Frankfort to- find people
who think the teachers are gettire tomigh pay, we have them
t- hrrn in Fulton.
As for the, I'm going to walk
with i,vrry Lee and ti-e other
good men from the First District;
men who stand up for their OW11
right and rights of others.
--W.'W. Blackston,
!.

Pall* 2
been visiting relatives in
this
corninunity for the past few days
George Hiett is visiting his son
in AGJington.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott
and Phillip spent Friday after•
noon with Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore
Copelen.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd were
Saturday
afternoon visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch and
family.

DUKEDOM ROUTE 2

Mrs. Clyde Hill entertained the
her home in the Country Club
Court.
Mrs. Thomas Maddox and Mrs.
C. D. Edwards were guests to the
club.
Three tables were arranged for
games of contract. At the conclus:on of the games Mrs. Fred
Pr.mra was high scorer and Mrs.
Parks Weaks second high.

Joyce Taylor
1 for one appreciate your .fair publican.
Neal Williams passed away at
article in last week's paper. Very
I'm proud of our Representathe Fuller Gillium Hospital in
few papers in the country today tive in Frankfort, and we all
Mayfield Sunday morning. Funshould
be.
If
it
will print but one
were
not
for
the
side of the
eral services were held at the
First
District,
in
Frankfort,
we
question; the side that favors the
Mt. Pleasant Church Monday afwould have a dictatorial governternoon. We extend our sympathy
government or big business. It al-1
ment in Kentucky. Mr. Clements
to the family.
so depends whether the owner of
has stacked the House and Senate
Mr. and Mrs. Boaz House call.
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
a paper is a Democrat or a Refull of "yes" men; he writes the
ed on the former's parents, Mr.
bills and har.his "yes" men to put
V!==
NEW=DOVT
IT'S
IF
Y HAS IT!
and Mrs. T. C. House Thursday.
them over.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen show.
He told you not to send
Mr.
ped in Mayfield Monday afterTeamwork of All Plant
Waterfield to Frankfort. Why?
noon.
SPECIAL
I3ecause he knew that Harry Lee
Nutrients Needed to
Dorothy Yates. and
Arthur
could not be
handled in doing
fylake High Crop Yields Lene Hicks were Sunday after—for—
things that he so desired.
INC.
noon guests of Bettie and Peggy
•
We have put too many men at
DLANT nutrients have to "play Casey.
FRI. — SAT.
—FULTON—
the heads of our government who
ball" together to make high crop
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey of
Now Thru Satuiday
.we out for their own welfare and
yields possible, the Middle West Soil Fulton
visited Mr. and Mrs. NorImprovement Coinrnittee points out. man
.-;elfish interests.
Crittendon Sunday.
Each element has its work to do.
DOUBLE TREAT
In the campaign Mr. Doran-told
Mr. and Mrs. George Golden of
Each reinforces the othcr. None can
you of the things that Mr. Cledaughtur.
do the whole crop-feeding job by it- pulgham visited his
ments stoocl for. He fought him
Mrs. Arthur T. Hicks, Mr. Hicks
self.
throughout --the State of Ken"All rultrients must be in balanced and girls Sunday.
and HEAVEN • tucky. But it got cold up at FrankMr. and Mrs. Beckham Vaugsupply to give you top yields," the
fort and Adron has crawled in
•
Committee says. "You can't in- han were in Fulton Saturday on
hoc! with
Clements; in return.
MADISON • LYNN
crease crop prpduction by adding business.
Sheer 51 — 15 Gauge
• ,vith the aid of his 'yes'' men, Mr.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
only one plant food element when
ROCK SPRINGS
Clements has made him Speaker
J.
P.
others are short. If your soil has
Owen and girls were Mr.
—PLUS—
the House. He turned against
olenty of phosphate and potash, but and Mrs. Parrom Owen, Mr. and
Nettie Lee Copelen
"Flaming Fury''
Hairy Lee, the school teachers,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Polsgrove is short of nitrogen, you won't get Mrs. Lee Sills and Tommy of
the KEA and the First District. of near Union City and
Ito!, •
(ieorge
Mrs. Col- gbod yields unless you supply that McConnell, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Would this be for selfish interest, en Brown spent Sunday
Roberts
( ooper
after- nitrogen. And the same is true of Owen and girls of Sedalia.
ur glory?
noon with Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr and
Mrs. Bob phosphate andetash, respectively."
But the windi never blow in Veatch and family.
"University of Illinois agronomists Randy
were Sunday dinner
the same direction all the
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Pataick, demonstrated-that it takes the com- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Sun. — Mon. — Tues. we will have another electiontime:
be- Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and bined jeambiork of lime, nitrogen, Hawks and Harolyne.
Pair
fore long and the smooth-talking, girls were gunday visitors
phosphate
January 29
:
30-31
Carl and William Earl Hainline
of mum corn 'Ind .potash to get maxido-nothing politicians will again Marshall Moore.
yields. They made their
tests on nutrient-deficient soils at the called on Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Mccome to you through the Press,
Natt one night last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John McClanahan lhownstown
field.
•
over the radio and personally and and boys weie Sunday
ONE OF' THE GREAT
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey, Mr.
In All the Ne v Spring Colors
night "A plot
that
ask tor your vote and support. supper guests of Mr.
HITS — From a Saturand 1VIrs. yielded only 14.7 had no fertilizer and Mrs. Norman
Chittendon,
SPRUCE PINE
•
bushels
of
corn
Then
you ask these candidates Willie McClanahan.
per Mrs. Pearl Cooley,
Jay Evening Post Novel-Lee and Billy
acre. When nitrogen
why do they want the job; are
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and ed. the yield was 14.3alone was add- Johnson visited Mr. and Mrs. O.
• PINE BURR
bushels. Addthey "yes" men or are they for son spent awhile Saturday
night ing phosphate brought the yield up to F. Taylor and Joyce Sunday af• FAWN
all the people of Kentucky.
with Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Cope- 24.8 bushels because the soil got ternoon.
Mr. Clements' campaign talk len and family.
ROBERT TAYLOR
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates, Mr
some nitrogen from clovers ln the
was get the farmer out of the
Sizes 8'2 to 101
/
2
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie
Iohn
Moore rotation. When potash alone was and Mrs. J. P. Owen and girls atArlene
•
mud. Has he done anything about and family spent Saturday night added, the corn yield was
ballgame in Pilot
Hodiak
11.9 bush- tended the
Dahl
this? No, but he is backing
a with Mr. and Mrs. Oillie Yates of els per acre. Liming brought the Oak Friday night.
A marvelous sheer hose—Buy
$43,000,000 highway across Ken- n-ar Pilot Oak.
yield up to 31 bushels. Nilhen lime,
several pairs. Slight irregulars
tucky for trucks to keep them off
Mrs. Nora Copelen visited with altrogen, phosphate and potash all MRS. HILL
of our $1.65 Flatternit Hose.
Wed. — Thurs.
the rural roads and
highways. Mrs. A. E. Green Thursday after- were added in balanced supply, the HOSTESS TO
yield
rose
$43,000,000
to
48
bushels
is
a
lot of money for noon.
per acre.",
BRIDGE-CLUB
Feb. 1-2
the tax payer of Kentucky to pay
Finas Conner of St. Louis has
Mrs. Clyde Hill entertained the
SEE OUR WINDOWS
for out-of-state trucking, and bus
companies to operate through the
state at our expense with little or
no tax, the railroads built their
own road, and keep them up and
then pay to the State ot Kentucky
an enormous tax. They pay taxca
for every county they pass
through. Why couldn't part of
their money be spent to improve
the farm roads and part to help
nay our schoot- teachers a living
wage? Why should you be taxed
IONS PAYNE
to build a road for the truck comGAIL RUSSELL
pany or busses when there are
so many more worthwhile things
that should be done?
I talked to Mr. Clements be•
fore election on Lake Street, beCOMING SOON
fore he made his speech. I quote:
"Something is going to have to be
done for the school teachers and
I'm goint to do it". . . . He vetoei
your school bill, now he is in the
—AND—
driver's seat and has forgotten
his promises. He has a lot of rid"The Son Of
ers at Frankfort but Harry Lee
David Crocket"
refuses to ride. I had rather be in
have
Harry Lee's shoes than
every road in Hiclunan and Ful-
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STRAIGHT
NOW YOU CAN GET STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY 4 YEARS OLD
Straight, Fifths

Bond, Fifths

$4" $4"
Charter Oak
—At Your Favorite Package Store—
"You'll Be Glad Tomorrow
You Bought Straight Whiskey Today"

2

ET'S SUPPOSE. Let's suppose you're a housewife with a new toaster or a new electric range.
Would it occur to you to call your electric company
to ask if they had enough electricity to operate your
new appliance? Of course not. You know the power
you need is yours to command.... BEFORE YOU
NEED IT.

Or suppose you're a farmer with a new milking
machine, or a new water pump. You know you
can connect either — or bOth — to a KU line without worrying whether the kilowatts are available.
You know, whether you're served by KU directly, or indirectly through an RECC which KU serves
at wholesale, that the power you need is here.
That's because KU, for 38 years, bras been building ahead. New plants, new power lines, new substations ... all are here when Kentucky needs them.
A wise, sound plan of expansion has kept KU's
electric supply ahead of demand for 38 years. It
certainly won't be abandoned now. Today ... tomorrow ... or in 1960 ... the power you need
is HERE!
'

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
.1
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The hostess served a loweim
sandwich plate and Coca-Cohm.
Members
present were lites•-•
dames; Homra, Weaics, J. A_ Poe.
Morgan Onaar, Clyde Williams.
Jr., Thornas Mahan, Vyron Mitchell, J. L. Jones, Jr., Joe Treas and
Miss Andy DeMyer.

Paine
ley Bynum, Rev. Pirtle and Rev. handsome lading sameil SIR moved in with her brother, Rob- L W. Carline of Paducah, Rev.
Mts. Smithson's parents, Mr. and
Weaver. Rev. Mack Pewitt and burned to the ground. Rev. ert Wade, on the John
Wade Jack McClain
and Rev. Alton Mrs. Bud Stem.
(grandfather of Harlow Pewit°
conducting the services.
Perry
Riggs was the preacher in charge farm.
Mrs. John Matthews spent the
Ermi Page Om)
building, is believed to be
the wa sthe first "local" preacher in at that time.
church weekend in
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
was in the
Watts Interment
Newburn, Tenn.,
remains of this first church
the congregation. Coming fro.m
visited Mr. and Mrs. Noble Watts cemetery with Jackson Brothers with relatives.
The present
handsome
Arena, and James Meta and Parbrick
middle Tennessee after the Civil
arrangeme
at
nts.
Fulgham
charge
structure
Sunday.
of
immediate
in
was
ly
erectarid
Little David Long spent Friday
-therm Weatherspoon,
I War, he was a farmer, settling on
Mrs. Leonard Harrison is a pa- Sympathy is' extended to
the night with Mr. and
' ed by the loyal congregation folMrs. Paul
land still occupied by the Pewitt
Janie Craig, Burrel and Polly Philfamily.
lowing the fire, and was complet- tient in Haws Hospital and
is
Long of McConnell.
family. J. E. Fields, replaced his
lips and Rev. Enoch Baker( a
ed in 1926. During the construc- improving.
Master Tommie 'Tucker has reWilliam E. Long and DeWitt
father as song leader.
preacher) organized
straveling
Mrs. Harvey Pewitt and Jimmy turned home from Haws Hospit- Matthews
tion, services and Sunday School
attended the singing
On December 31, 1873 pioneer
were held in a school house a Wallace spent Tuesday night with al where he was a patient for sev- held at the McConnell
The first Methodist Church
at
r Austin Browder died at the age of mile
Baptist
'west, under 'the charge of Mrs. Leslie Nugent and attended eral days.
Palestine in 1834.
Church Sunday night.
70. Of his eleven children, one, a
the ballgarne at Fulton.
Rev. A. N. Walker.
Mrs. Jack McClain is making
Mrs. Jack Lowe and Jane, Mrs.
girl, had died in infancy; two
This hunahle church, Parried
Mrs. Richard Mobley and Mrs. satisfactory
improvement after Charles Lowe
and Mrs. William
sons were killed in the Civil War
'"Palestine- by eider George HarHomer Weatherspoon visited Miss having
undergone surgery two Earl Long attended
a shower giv(William at Atlanta and Andrew
Roxie Burns in Mayfield.
ris (presiding Elder at tbe time,)
weeks ago.
en the home of Mrs. J. B. Manat Shiloh); his oldest boy, ThomMr. and Mrs. Covene Hastings ley in Fulton night
was built of poles, chinked and
as born in 1832, had died in 1854;
in honor of
daubed; had n o floor, had split
AUSTIN SPRINGS of Detroit were called hame due Miss Nell Bizzle, bride-elect of
daughter, Martha Ann, died
the sudden death of Mrs. Hast- Henry
to
Brandon
of
'soon after her marriage, and Islogs with DO backs for seats and
Nashville,
ings' father, Mr. George W. Puck- Tenn.
Mrs. Carey 1Prields
ham, Louis, George, Pleasant and
was warmed by a large fireplace
were accompanied by
ett.
They
Mrs.
Buton
Lassiter
is
improvRev.
and
Mrs.
John survived him.
McFerrin and
with a stick-and-daub chimneV.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hayes and children of Troy
ed at her home near here.
The oldest grave in the Palesspent a few
Wiley B. Edwards and Thomas
Mrs. Doyle Frields and little baby son, who attended the fun- hours witti Mr.
tine
Cemetery
and
Mrs. Press
is that of "Arena
Boswell were the first preachers
daughter, Karen, returned home eral and burial of Mr. Puckett.
Griffin Friday night.
J. Browder", the
5-months-old
4113 charge.
Friday from Detroit, where they
Mr.
and
Mrs.
daughter
Bernard Evans
of
David and
Wary
Tbe small church greiv and
spent several weeks with parand family were Sunday guests
PIERCE STATION
Browder, who was
named for
. , and in Jt.dy, 1835
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Covene Hastand
Mr.
of
Mrs.
W.
Augustine'
D. Burcham.
s wife (Arena JackEl year later, tam - and - one
Denton
Mr.S. Una Mai
ings.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Birmingson Browder), and who died Sept.
ibeff acres on which the building
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Doyle, Union daughter of Tiptonville spent a ham are the
proud parents of a
stood were deeded by Burrel and AUSTIN (Augustine) BROWDER 14th, 1837. Fourth grave is that of
City, spent Sunday here with few days of last week with Mr. baby boy born
Wednesday
Polly Phillips for a
at
church pioneer settler in the Palestine iJames K. Weatherspoon, one of
and
Mrs.
parents,
Wyatt
Hall.
Mr.
and Mrs. B.
L.
Jones Clinic.
charter
members of tne
ground. The first trustees were Community with brother David; the
Doran.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Griffin
Sam
of
Mrs.
Jack
Lowe
irch,
ti
4
le
spent
C
i
who
a
died
March
David Browder, Enoch
17,
Sunday
Baker born Hopkins County, Ky., 1803,
Many friends were shocked Troy spent Sunday with his par- afternoon
with her sister, Mrs.
and Barrel Phillips
died in the community in 1873.
early Sunday morning to learn ents, Mr. and Mrs. Press Griffin. Carl Copeland
Oldest recorded grave in
near
During services a few years laMayfield.
the
that Mr. George W. Puckett had
Mrs. Isom
Conner is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Hall took
A new and better church fol- County, according to the N,eterter, the sticks in the chirrmey
suddenly passed away due
to relatives in Jackson, Tenn.
their daughter, Nancy, to Memcaught Are, destroying this first lowed. It was made of hewn logs an's Grave registration service, 1.;
a heart attack sometime during
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Smithson phis Friday for an examinati
building. A small
mound, still with a puncheon (split-log) floor; , that of Captain Isham Browder, DAVID BROWDER, pioneer set- the night. He was
on
residing with of Union City spent Sunday with at the Methodist Hospital.
,oldier of the American Revo,useen to this 4sy downhill arid to
a
daughter,
tler
in
Palestine
the
Mrs.
Communit
was
it
heated
with
Claude
y;
a long wood- tion and father of Austin and
Anderthe sosighwest of the Present
burning stove and the front split• . David Browder, v.7ho, it is assum- born in Hopkins County, Ky., son and Mr. Anderson, Mayfield.
Route one. The deceased was 70
log pews had backs to them. The ed passed away while on a visit 1806, died in Fulton in 1891.
years of age and had apparently
rear seats had no backs, obliging with his sons here. He died
in
The building committee for the been well according to reports.
those who would wish to be com- 1830. Ths grave !s located ci-1 the
new church was composed of J.
Mr. Puckett was a member of
fortable to sit up front. At this :farm of great, great
grandsop C. Browder, chairman, and Ed. New Salem
Baptist Church and
time the church was still served Rupert Browder, three
miles Thompson, A. M. Browder, Rup- attended
regularly while residby circuit-riders, who would come west of Fulton on
State
Line ert and Gus Browder. It has no ing near
here. His wife preceded
long distances
with a few song road.
debt. and was dedicated by Bish- him in death about five
years
boolcs and a Bible in their saddleop, H. M. Dubose.
ago.
bags to conduct service. Among
The present church is the same
He
is
survived
by
htree
sons,
these have been preserved the
size as its predecessor, and ap- Roy, Paul and J. T. Puckett, two
names of Rev. Frost. Rev. Enoch
parently on the same foundation. daughters, Mrs. Claude AnderBaker, and Rev. Flatt, a blind
The main
difference in its ap- son and Mrs. Covene Hastings of
preacher, who is buried at Harpearance is the lower roof and Detroit, several
s
r 1
grand children
mony. Ambrose Fields (grandthe brick walls instead of frame. and other relatiVes.
father of Mrs. Smith Atkins of
The present church trustees inFuneral services
were
held
Fulton) was the early song leadclude Percy King, Hillman Collier Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock at
Lot MORE Travel
er.
and Drury Inman.
Good Springs Church with Rev.
At that time it was the custom
Stewards are Harvey Pewitt,
for the preacher, on entering the
for a Lot LESS Money!
Frank Stroud, Coleman
Evans,
church, to first kneel at the pulRaymond Brown, Robert ThompSO YOU NATE.
nit and ask God for a message to
son and Gus Browder.
Vyron
deliver .Because the song books
to
Bishop
is pastor and Ethel Browof those days were very few, it
real values go
where to find
der, Superintendent of Sunday
Long
know
travel!
was also the
who
custom for
in
the
Those
aNNE
biggest savings
School.
preacher to lead the singing by
Crreuhouiui for the
saves money .. •
Greyhound always
This week the basement is befirst reading a line or two and
short,
deeply cushioned
or
in
comfort
trip
ing
excavated
for the addition of
convenient
relaxed
then having the congregation re- FRAME CHURCH,
el#E?
schedules, more
just as it offers
the pride of Sunday School rooms, and a
modpeat him in song. Another cus- the Palestine
more frequent
chairs,
Methodists f:-.ani ern gas heating system has
and
just
tom was the use of a straw-filled
service•
6
1 w.
1902 until 1925, when it xas de- been installed.
Is It a special seemine? Then. altar
called
TO AIL A.111111CA_
the "Mourner's stroyed
fire.
by
Present
OOLUUt•SAYPIlr' FARES Ula TISESE
RT.
And
church
is
so,
today, 117 years after
(treat the family te owe ef war Bench" for people to kneel and
Do you suffer from hot flushes.
its hu.mble beginning, the Pales13.15
Islay fanisse pis! A -wonder- be converted, Many were con- built on its foundation.
311
5
6
RT.
.
.
6
7
Li
i
...
OW.
nervous tension, upset emotions
:olurribus, Ga.
12.35
tine Church and its progressive
verted, held a lifetime memberdemert .
due to functional 'change of life'
okia..
'in all year
7 75 13
On December 21, 1891 pioneer community thrive
ee,p
Dineinnati
19.30
vi utskSopirtn
21.55 flo
and
(38-52 years)-that period when
prosper
95
ship in this church and now rest David Browder died
1
1
kinds.
Cleveland
at the age of through good times
fertility ebbs away, when em:100 25.05
16.75 30.15 FitttiaWntoarth
and bad, and
in the Palestine cemetery.
Philadelphia
12.10
85 at his residence in West Ful- has emerged
barrassing symptoms of this na19.40 34.95
from death, fire and
City
Shortly after the close of the ton.
York
ture
may
betray
11.00
'slew
your
The account of his death reverses as a solid
age?
22.90 41.25
..
Providence, R. I.
monument to
Then start taking Lydia E.
Civil War the
Itot esn, om
b
i
second
x
An
church described him as "the patriarch or
15.75
4.55 8.20
8.75
Pinkham's
the
Va.
integrity
Vegetable
W.
Huntingto
of
its founders.
n.
Compound
taidding was moved by Alpheus chief father
12.05 21.70
16.45 29.65
to relieve such symptoms. No
of that little society
Rawleigh. N. C.
Browder to his farm on
other medicine of this tYpe for
14.80 26.65
State organized at Palestine in a small
Va.
Norfolk,
f
Line road and a larger and betwomen has such a long record of
S
ogrool.
1
PALESTINE
'log house, a primitive and rude
BAKERY
!
too your loco)
success. Taken regularly, Pinkter frame building, wAli shopfor other low fawn.
Mructure erected on his land,
ham's Compound helps build up
Mrs.
Leslie
Nugent
2117
made
benches, was erected. This near his house,
Fatten
resistance against thLs annoying
at his suggestion
Mr. and Mrs. Rice Spence spent
UNION BUS STATION
'building faced North, and still usmiddle-age distress. Truly the
appropriately called Pal- Sunday with Jier parents,
'
retanne res
woman's
friend!
Phone 14
ed the straw-filled
Mr.
"Mourner's estine, for its certainly proved
Note: Or you may prefer Lydia
E. 4th Street
a and Mrs. George Griffith near
Bench"; it was still served by the
E. Pinkharn's TABLETS with
society of promise." His family Latham.
circuit riders, including Rev. Finadded iron. Any drugstore.
•
had also included eleven children.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt,
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
About this time a new organ Jimmy Wallace and
Mrs. Leslie
VEGETABLE COMPOUND was installed creating some dis- Nugent spent Sunday
with Mr.
sention among the congregation: and Mrs. Percy
King.
some felt that
they could not
Mrs. C. L. Douglas and Mrs.
worship right well with music, Bertha Nugent visited
Mrs. Tobe
and refused to go to khurch for Wright Sunday
afternoon.
a
year
or
more.
Several of this community atZedie & Ladd,Jr, enly
pride disturbances. They sae
In 1900 the first frame church tended the funeral
gears oid but be imows his B vitaof Mrs. W. H.
one- My father now takes
mins and minerals and knows
btuldmg
was
sold
to a Mr. Her- Perry at the First Baptist Church
COL for rheumatic pains
ghat he, his mother and his
of neuritis. He is much better ring, moved to Fulton, rebuilt at in town Sunday afternoon.
Inter*Ober get these valuable i= now."
the south end of Cemetery street ment was held in
Hickman Ceme1 through HADACOL.
lihere
and
are
used
countless
for
a
tobocco
thousands
house. The tery. Mrs. Perry is the mother of
we haven't taken our
HADACOL," says Leslie when of HADACOL families in the second frame church was dedi- Mrs. Frank Gilbert
and Tommy
his mother hes forgotten. Mrs. country where all or most of the cated about 1902 (built
before Perry of this community and we
Ladd, who lives at 34 Cleveland members of the family take that year,
but
could
not be dedi- extend our sympathy.
Avenue, Nashville, Tenn., ex- HADACOL to get well and then
Harvey Pewitt left Tuesday for
that her folk will always more HADACOL to help stay cated until it was free of debt)
well.
under
the
leadership
ADACOL fairuly, not only
of
Rev. Frankfort and Lexington.
His
The folks in the Ladd family Moody, preacher, and J. E. Fields. son,
because of little Leslie's remindMac, will accompany
him
er, but because of the wonders were suffering from a deficiency Peter H. Fields, a
brother of J. E. home from Lexington where
that HADACOL has done in re- of B vitamins and certain minhe
lieving her of gastric disturb- erals, which HADACOL contains. was also a preacher in attend -1 has finished his pre-med course.
ance.
The
church
was dedicated
ances; creating an appetite and
A lack of only a small amount
Mr. and Mrs. Ben White
of
bringing back color to little Les- of the B Vitamins and certain by E. E. Hoss, as bishop.
This Hickman were Sunday evening
Be's palid cheeeks and in helping Minerals will cause digestive dis- church faced east and was
still ' guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Jeffher father overcome the rheu- turbances ... Your food will not larger; the
pews were shop-made ress and family.
agree with you . . . You will
matic pains of neuritis
and
better
and
the
ceiling was so
have an upset stomach . . You
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley
will suffer from heartburns, gas high that two stoves were need- and Mr. and Mrs. C.
B. Caldwell
pains, and your food will sour on ed to heat it.
visited
Mr. and
Mrs. Gus
your stomach, and you will not
November 1925 was a tragic Browder Sunday
evening.
be able to eat the things you like
day
in
the
lives
of
many
present
Perry Browder's condition refor fear of being in misery afterwards. Many people also suffer members of Palestine
Church, mains serious in the Union City
from constipation. And while for it was then, at the close of a Clinic.
these symptoms may be the re- missionary
meeting, that
the
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Guy has
sults of other causes, they are
surely and certainly the symptoms and signs of the lack of the
B Vitamins and Minerals which
HADACOL contains. And if you
suffer from such a disorder, there
is no known cure except the adminiStration of the Vitamins and
the Minerals which your system
lacks.
HADACOL contains not only
one, but 5 of the B Vitamins.
HADACOL contains not only one,
but 4 of the necessary Minerals.
It comes to you in liquid form,
easily assimilated in the blood
stream so that it can go to work
right away.
It is easy to understand, thereWs. Ladd and Leslie, Jr.
fore_, why countless thousands
have already been benefited by
"7 have taken 10 bottles of this amazing
BUY...
tonic, HADACOL.
HADACOL," said Mrs. Ladd. "I
So. it matters not who you are
have been run down since my
. it matters
where you live
PERIAL
eldest son was born_ I am 23 years ... or if you not
have tried all the
old. I have had very little appe- medicines under
the sun, give
COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL ITEMS
tite and had weak spells every this wonderful preparatio
n a
morning. I would a/most faint, trial. Don't go on
WALLPAPERS
Don't
said. thanks to HADACOL. they continue to lead asuffering!
life.
are gone for good and I stay hun- Many persons who miserable
have suffered
The brand that a ways gives you
woe!
gry all the bine.
and waited for 10 to 20 years or
`Tely four year old son had little even longer, are able now
to
live
ite and his cheeks were happy, comfortable lives again
.t He now takes HADACOL because HADACOL supplied the
and when I forget it he says, Vitamins and Minerals
207 Church Street
210 Church
Phone 909
_Fulton
'Mama we haven't taken our their systems needed. Be which
fair
to
11ADACOL.' His cheeks are rosy yourself. Give HADACOL a
trial,
and lie has a wonderful ap- Demand the enuine HADACOL
.
petite. I also had headaches asid Accept no
'tides.
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ROBERT FURLONG
Robert Furlong, 38, a veteran
of World War II and well known
Fultonian, died at 9:30
Friday
MRS. DOCIE PERRY
night at Kennedy General HosMrs. Docie Adeline Perry, 67,
pital in Memphis after an illness
widow of W. H. Perry, died Friof 18 months.
day morning, January 20 at
6
Funeral services
were
held
o'clock at the Haws Hospital afMonday afternoon at 2:30 p. m.
ter a long illness.
at the First Baptist Church with
Funeral services
were
held
Rev. L. D. Ferrel, pastor of the
Sunday afternoon at 2:30 at the
church officiating. Burial was in
First Baptist church in Fulton
Greenlea Cemetery. Full military
with the pastor, Rev. L. D. Ferrites were accorded the veteran
rell and Rev. Bob Covington conby the Marshall Alexander post
ducting the service. Interment in
of the American Legion.
the
Hickman
cemetery,
inBorn in Arlington, Ky., he had
charge of the Whitnel
Funeral
lived in Fulton most of his life.
Home.
He was inducted into active miliMHO
tary service on May 12, 1941 at
The body remaineo, at the resiGOLDEN
JEWELER
409653
Fort Knox, Ky., and served until
dence until time for the funeral.
The registered Jersey bull ble rating of Excellent, equivac- October 24, 1945, when he
pallbearers
Active
were her
reGolden
Jeweler, owned by Ken- ent to a score of
ceived his honorable
grandsons — James .Dalton Perdischarge.
90.00 per cent
lucky
Artificial
He was a technical sergeant and
Breeding Ass'n.
ry, Robert Glynn Perry, Eugene
or better when compared to the
served overseas in Saipan, Iwo
Perry, Billy Gilbert, Jimmy Lee of Louisville Ky., is announced
breed
s
type
score
card
alloting
I
—
by
The
American Jersey Cattle"
Gilbbrt and Paul Henderson.
I
, Mrs. Perry was born February Club from its national headquart- 100 points to a perfect animal.
Ken3, 1882 in Obion county, Tenn. ers in Columbus, Ohio, as having ! This Sire was bred by
Experiment
tilie was married in 1899 to W H qualified as a Tested Sire. Gold- tucky. Agricultural
elt
Jeweler's
ten
tested
daughters Station of Lexington, Ky., and
•
Perry, who preceded her in death
14 years ago. She was the daugh- produced ari average of 8,863 ' purchased by Kentucky Artificial
REAL
ESTATE and
pounds
of
milk,
testing
5.2
Breeding
per
Ass'n.
1948.
in
Young of Obion
ter of Milton
county and spent most of her life cent butterfat and averaging 461
FiUBLIC AUCTIONEER
pounds fat each, which is more Clarksdale. She leaves her sister,
in this communit.
sons, than two times the butterfat pro- Mrs. S. L. Dodds of New Orleans; Office Over City National Bank
She is survived by six
duction of the average dairy cow her niece, Mrs. Carleton Shelby
Phone 61
in the United States. All records and her nephew, Ralph Baltzer,
were made under official super- both of Clarksdale; two
h.lf FARM AND CffY PROPERTY
vision and
verified
by
The brothers, Lee Saltier of CovingLIST OR BUY wrra 17S!
American Jersey Cattle Club.
ton and Hickman R. Baltzer of
Golden Jeweler has been offi- Greenwood.
cially classified for type by
the
Club receiving the highest possi\__
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PHONE 183
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10.70
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6.10
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4.55
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RT.
13.15
12.35
19.30
25.05
12.10
11.00
g.20
29.65

CITY DRUG CO•
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[ION

Donald Perry of Mayfield, Tommy Perry and Dalton Perry
of
Fulton, three
daughters, Mrs.
Bessie Gilbert, Mrs. Emma Lee
Tarver and Mrs. Addie Ellegood
of Fulton. Fourteen grandchildren, two brothers, Tomp Young
and Dan Clark of Dyersburg, and
one sister, Mrs. Maude Woodruff
of Hickman also survive.

LEO TERRILL
Services
for Leo
Terrell, 44,
THRow AwAy That old truss with harness of leather, and well known
here, who died
elastic, straps, belts.
at 4 o'clock Friday afternoon at
IT/S HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
his home on East High street,
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Union City were held at 2 o'clock
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world'',
Sunday afternoon at White-Rangreatest dscovery for rupture — Lasts Indefinitely — Always
som funeral home with the Rev.
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight
James A. Fisher officiating.
408 Lake Street
Mr. Terrell had been ill
for
about three years.
Phones 70-428
He was born at LaCenter, Ky.,
on Sept. 23, 1905, the son of Arch
Terrell and Minnie Mason Ter• rell, and was
educated in the
schools at LaCenter. He had been
Railway
a
Express agent for
a
408 Eddings Street
number of years and made his
home in Cairo, 111., before movAnn W hilnel
Ralph Breeden
ing to Union City last June.
Licensed Funeral Director
Apprentice Funeral Director
He was the husband of
the
P. C. Jones,
former Miss Ida Nell
Hatley,
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.
whom he married in 1936, and
was the son-in-law of Mrs. EmFor Ambulance Service Day or Night
ma Hatley of Union City.
Mr. Terrell was a member of
Methodist church at Lathe
Center, the Moose Lodge of Cairo, I
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member ot:
and Elks Lodge of Fulton.
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Ikasoclation, Inn
Besides his wife, he leaves one
son, Tom
Terrell; one brother,
Archie
Terrell of
Anchorage,
Alaska; two
sisters, Mrs. Ruth
Miller of Charlevois, Mich., and
Mrs. Ralph Dalton of St. Louis.

•
6W.

GOLDEN JEWELER OWNED BY KY. A. B. A.

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

'

ie 44

El

PHONE 88

ICED

WINES

WHISKEY
•

RUM

GIN

LIQUERS

IMIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

•

"Buck Bushart"

The pause that

Fulton

MRS. DORA KUYKENDALL
Services for Mrs. Dora Baltzer
Kuykendall, who died at Memphis, Tenn, were held in Clarksdale, Miss., at 2 o'clock Sunday
afternoon at the McInnis Porter
Funeral Home. Burial was in
Oakridge Cemetery.
Mrs. Kuykendall died at
the
Mustin Rest Haven Home, where
she had been a patient for tv,,o
years. She was 73. She and her
husband formerly
resided
at
Drew. He passed away in 1942.
Mrs. Kuykendall kas born
in
Ilickman, Ky., on Feb. 10, 1876.
Mrs. Kuykendall was a sister
,pf the late Charles F. Baltzer of

Jima and and the Asiatic-Pacific
theatre. He received three bronze
stars and two citations. He had
been ill since his return from service.
He is survived by his wife Virginia Blehinger
Furlong; one
son, Robert Lee
Furlong, his
mother, Mrs. J. H. Masters
of
Arlington; two brothers, Homer
of Fulton and Tobe of Arlington;
three sisters, Mrs. Calvin Chandler and Mrs. Arlie
McMurray,
both of Arlington and Mrs. George Elliott of Mayfield. He was a
member of the Baptist
Church,
Elks Club, VFW and the American Legion.

Phone 470 for Job Printing.

Row To Relieve

Bronchitis
Creomulaimzenevesprumptly=1
it goes right AO the sago(the
03 help loosen and expel germ lades
phlegm
aid natnee us soothe and
heal taw, aradee itilhmsed bronchial
mucousInernhouses.Tell your druggist
co sell yam a bottle of Creoandsios
with the andetaunding you must law
the way it quickly allays the cough
or you ate so have your money beck.

CREOMULS
1014
for Cougha,CbestCuids,B
iandilia

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton,Ky.

OdEe JOB-RATED

TRUCK PRICES
REDUCED
4000 TO 12500
Now you can save up to $125 on a new Dodge "Job-Rated" Truck.
Every Dodge "Job-Rated" Truck at these new low prices is the same truck—
with the same equipment—as before the price reduction. These new low
prices have been made possible through the great public acceptance Dodge
"Job-Rated" Trucks have enjoyed.
You continue to benefit from the advantages of such exclusive Dodge features
as proper weight distribution to carry your load better .
. short turning
diameters for easier handling . . . . shorter wheelbases and shorter over-all
lengths to accomodate standard bodies.

refreshes

continuous quality
is quality you trust

All of this means greater truck value than ever before! It means lower
delivered prices—plus unmatched Dodge economy, performance, and de.
pendability.
Come in today! Get tilt new low delivered price on the Dodge'Job-Rated"
Truck that fits your job--the truck th3t will save you money today — and
every day you use it.

See us today for a dollar -saving deal
Aik for it either say
... both tradr-marki
Pnee'm At saw am.
SOTTIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
0 1950, TIN

Coca-Cola Camp•ny

8

ATKINS MOTOR CO..209 E. Fourth Street
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'Friday, Janul

cards and pote paper sold
'Morgan Davidson read a letter silver holders.
..crangernent of epring flow- LADIES AID
collected.
:from "CARE" thanking the club
A delectable three course din- (.16 in low crystal bowl.
MrS. MEET 510NDAY
was voted to send the veel•-; for the box of toys sent cripple ner was served.
Clossum poured coffee and dandy JANUARY 20
ans in the Aux.liiiiy's unit
ni :children fro Christmas and chilThe nonoree wore a beautiful seiwielies and party delicncits
The Ladies Aid of the CuniberOutwood flosinial a birthday
.; dren n
and trousseau model of winter pink wile served.
land Presbyterian Church
inct
to
paid.
be
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor.
for
members
the
by
France
a.,
i
were recipients.
crepe, sequin trimmed. She wore
PHONE 926
Fhe
honoree
was presented a Monday afternoon at the church.
they celebrate their
lairthdaYs. 'Mrs. FcreY King read a letter it corsage of white Chrysanthent- o:ely Dutch
mmnstaxmlmmmrs=mmnwnmnnsww,w,
The meeting opened with roll
Iris corsage and a
...in,.
..m:nnn,wNns All who have birthdays in Febrtt- . from one
of the children who re- uns.
(ice of crystal in her chosen pat- eall with fourteen inembecs and
WSCS HAS LUNCHEON
acquiring new members. Mrs. R. ary will contribute for this pur- ceived her gift expressing her apShe was given a piece of silver tern.
one
visitor, Mrs. E. O. Deweese
MEETING MONDAY AT
L. Lynch told of a needy family pose next month.
preciation and made her Christ- in her chosen pattern
as a gift
The guest list included, Misses present.
METHODLST CHURCH
A list of hostesses and leaders mas much happier.
and asked for donations.
from the hostess.
Bertie Stte Meacham, The devotional was given
by
Pot luck lunch was served at
Mrs. Fred Gipson, program were read by Mrs. Marie Shankle.
The Woman's Society of ChristThe meeting
adjourned with noon to twenty-three members, Guests were Miss Bizzle, Mrs. Marjorie Puckett and Mesdames Mrs. John' Bowers, who also read
ian Service of the First Methodist chairman, presented a beautiful
Leland
Adams,
Mrs. Leon Faulk- Ward Bushart, Elizabeth Snow a poem, "A Bridge that Waited
one visitor, Mrs. Charles Powell
McCollum the retirement of colors.
Church held its general luncheon pmgram. Mrs. E. J.
The program was turned over and Mrs.tertha McLeod. Hostes- ner, Mrs. A. W. Green, Mrs. Billy Horton Baird, Maxwell McDade, for a River" which was followed
told the story of The Other Wisemeeting at the elninch Monday.
Jolley,
Jr.,
Mrs.
David Sundwick Leon Browder, Morgan Omar, by prayer by Mrs. E. Reub.
to Mrs. Erlene Holladay, whose ses were
Mesdames, Robert and Miss
Mrs. W. E. Bell was chairman man" which was in the form of a
Yvonne Moore.
Ernest Jenkins, Hendon Wright,
During the business session the
Mrs. subject was "Communism". She Watts, Jamie Wade and C. B. The hostess was
of table
decorations and Mrs. skit. She was assisted by
assisted
in Ann Whitnel, Joe Treas, W. L. minutes of the last meeting were
was assisted by Mrs. Nancy Per- Caldwell.
Jessie Fields, chairman of the Theodore Kramer, Sr , Mrs.
serving
by
Mrs.
S.
L. Nanney and olland, Charles Thoinas, Jack read. and the yearly report was
Frank Brady and Mrs.
1‘11lton ry. A game was then enjoyed.
luncheon_ ,'
Mrs. Robert Thompson gave a Mrs. Ernest Jenkins.
Carter, Thomas Mahan, Jasper read and accepted.
February hostesses will be Miss
A delicious funcheop was serv- Callaham.
report of advisory coufisil and
Vowell, Gilson Latta, Stanley
The nominating committee re
The meeting adjourned with a Lily B. Allen and Mrs. Mozelle urged members to attend meeted at pretty appointed tables in
LOIS
JEAN HINDMAN
Jones and Ray Graham.
Alfred. Program leader will be
ported the following new officers:
the dining room_ Garlands of ivy song.
ings more regularly.
ENTERTAINED WITH
Mrs. Allen Austin.
Mrs. J. H. Lawrence, chairman,
with red berries was the center
Mrs. John Verhine assisted by MORNING PARTY
)
Mrs. John Bowers, vice chairman,
decoratioos of the tables. Ninty LEGION AUXILIARY
MRS. COPELAND
Mrs. Bertha McLeod gave sugIn another of prenuptial parties
MRS. CHARLES THOMAS
Mrs. Clifton Linton, secretary and
one members and four visitors, HAS P(Yr LUCK
ENTERTAINS
gestions and
displayed
some given for Miss Lois
COMPLIMENTS MISS
treasurer.
Jean Hind- BRIDGE CLUB
,
Rev. C. E Hawkins, Mrs. Will SUPPER MONDAY
shades. Attractive ones can
be
man, bridge elect of Rodney ArLOIS JEAN HINDMAN
Swiggart of Paducah, Mrs. H. C. -The American Legion
Mrs. H. A. Coulter dismissed
made of parchment and fabric thur
Mrs. B. O. Copeland entertainAuxiliMiller, was the lovely coffee
Mrs. Charles Thomas was covered. They are easily
Boaz of Memphis and Mrs. Joe ary had a pot luck supper
the meeting with prayer.
ed the members of her
made. given Tuesday morning
Mon- gracious
bridge
by
hostess
Mrs.
Beadles were present.
to
dessert
bridge.
Hostess for February will he
Orders were taken for material
day evening at 7 o'clock at the
club Thursday afternoon at her
Gossum, Jr., and
Mrs.
complimenting to use and Thursday, January 26 Felix
Mrs. Ruth Scott gave a beauti- Legion Cabin with Mrs. Nancy Monday night,
Mrs. R. H. Wade and Mrs. J. M.
Charles Browder at the home of home on West State Line.'
Miss-Lois Jean Hindman, bride- was set for a work day.
ful arrangement of gladioli and Perry and Mrs.
Also some Mrs. Ray Graham
Mary Frankum,
Two tables of members enjoy- Fry.
in Highlands.
elect of Rodney Arthur Miller of date at night to finish
other spring flowers which w-as hostesses.
putting
Attractive arrangements of ed the afternoon of contract.
Gaithersburg, Maryland.
on the speakers' table.
rubber tips on chairs. These and jonquils
Mrs. John Lancaster and little
Twenty members and one visitand Dutch Iris added a
Mrs. Rupert Stilley
Arrangements of jonquils adThe meeting was opened with
received daughter, Nancy Mat of DyersMinnie Bowlin
were ded a colorful note to the house. the new drapes have added so spring-like note' to the
high
score
prize.
a song led by Mrs. Howard Ed- or, .Mrs.
house.
t
much in eliminating
excessive The dining table
burg, Tenn., are the guests of her
overlaid with a
• The honoree wore an attractwards acrompanied at the piano presen .
The hostess served a delicious parents, Mr. and Mrs.
S. 1..
cutwork cloth was centered with salad plate.
Following a delectable supper ive pale green knit suit. She noise.
by Mrs. Elbert Johns.
Brown.
The club is so grateful for the
Mrs. Hunter Whitesell read the the regular monthly meeting was wore a corsage of pink roses, a maps
of U. S. and Kentucky that
gift of the hostess.
minutes of the previous meeting held.
were donated
by Rep. Noble
On arrival the guests
and two new conference officers
The meeting was opened with
were Gregory.
I
Also a portait of George
were announced: Mrs. Dunlap of the presentation of the colors fol. served a delicious dessert, after
1„A 9
Washington to be framed .
Memphis and Mrs. Smith Atkins lowed by prayer. The secretary which bridge was enjoyed. Mrs.
Mrs. Thomas Bruce was elected
of Fulton, promotion secretary.
read the minutes and called the Jack Carter was high scorer for
Mrs. Frank Brady announced roll and the treasurer s
report the evening and Mrs. Felix Gos- delegate- and Mrs. M. R. Jeffress
Home
sum, Jr., received the
the chilcirvn's study conference was given.
bridge alternate to Farm and
Week in Lexington,-January 31
which will bc held on Wednesday
The president then read names bingo prize.
"JUst like mother used to make" has always
February
to
4.
Miss Hindman was given a gift
after school each week in Febru- of new members and also read
been conriklered "tops" in praise for a cake,
The
of
club
silver
contributed
in
her
chosen
815.00
pattern
arY.
to
prospective
members.
a list of
a pie or some other product of the
kitchen
the March of Dimes.
Mrs John Daniels gave the She read a letter from the by the hostess.
range. But the variety of quality-controlled
't-.
Mrs. Percy King conducted
The guest list included
treasurer's report and Mrs. J. D. district president, Mrs. Dwyer.
Miss
ingredient
s
found
in
the
baking
departmen
recreation
Hindman.
t
Davis gave an impressive talk on
Mrs.
with
M.
two
W.
Haws.
interesting
Mrs.
Balance of the
money
for
of the modern Kroger store makes it possible
Ward Bushart, Mrs. William contests and Mrs. Homer Weathfor today's homemaker to equal and someVowel]. Mrs. Jack Carter, Mrs. erspoon lead the group in twe
times excel the best efforts of her mother.
e;\
Thomas Mahan, Mrs. Morgan songs, "Dixie" and "Carry Me
'
Omar and Mrs. Felix Gossurn. Back to Old Virginia."
Jr.
NELL BIZZLE
PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
HONORED WITH
!JAYE MEETING JAN. 20
DINNER PARTY
The rer_iul7r monthly meeting
Miss Dorothy Nanney was hosof Palestine Homemakers
tess to a lovely dinner Saturd•
Community
Jan- night at her home South of t.,'•
uary 20 for an all day meeting,.
complimenting Miss Nell Bizzi,
},-1,
.mer.l.N'eat
her-r000r goy- who will be naPrr:od
BISQUICK, 20-oz.
Honr:
26c
devotional
using Psalm Brandon Saturday January .?.>
•
.yer.ty
third
F,nd
readina the Nashville, Tenn. "alis., N:ric •
HOOP CHEESE,lb.
39c
of the mor"-..
-•
w:11 be maid, of h-nor in •
os!
r.f
Whatever
A '
Y
wedding.
AMERICAN CHEESE,2-1b. box
85c
Mrs. Bertha Nugel-'• ea\
Places were laid fel.
1 ir
,
dscape lesson: Ja7-iary is the the beautifully appcinted
OLEO, 2-lbs.
35c time
to plan a dream
C - table overlaid with a lace cloth.
seed catalogs am',
ready and centered with a beautiful arKECO COFFEE, 1-1b.
597. der
when planting time comes.
rangement of silver
wedding
Citizenship chairman, Mrs. bells and liglsted v:hitc taocrs
PEABERRY COFFLE, 1-1b.
55c
E R
R
.4*
Flavor Kist, Prem;um, Sunshine

•
The. Woman s Page

MRS. P. J. TRINC
HONORS 11111r 7-1
LOIS JEAN HINE
The first of a
nuptialskarties to

Friday

-TWO Hn

HI CNN WU

SUNDA1

"Like 4"sow u ,u Au,,ke •••„

Farley Granger
Charles Bickford

The Story
Feud! `'T1
the Angry

,

WEEK - END
SPECIALS

CRACKERS, 1-1b. box

Capyrighi 1949 Dot Konc, CR.

Specite'l

CORN

THIS FULL-SIZE, TOP QUALITY

10c

1950 -1440411-RANC.

KROGER BREAS
Size %%slide.

HUMKO OIL FREE 17_1 nilrazo 69,,,
✓
PEACHES
TOMATOES
2
CORN
2
PRESERVES
PRUNES
BEANS
HI HO CRACKERS
J

75c

Cans

21c

Old Fa.shionemil

HOMINY FLAKES, 1-1b. _

15c

Lake Shore

HONEY, 1-1b.

34c

MILK,2 tall cans

No. 2
Can

25c-4 small c.ans

25c

PKG.
2-LB.
BAG

Sunshine crispy fresh.

LARGE srzE--

2 for
49C

SUPER SUDS
TIDE
VEL

$10 DOWN
$2.11 per wk.

Now Every Family
Can Enjoy tbe Big
Advantages of Electric Cooking!

Full Price $189.9!

KECO FEEDS

You'll
find a bigger, better buy
than this one!

LAYING MASH, 100-lbs.
41-.F HOG SUPPLEMENT (Pellets)

We offoreyou a genuine 10S0 Hotpoint Electric Range at a marketshattering price-payable on ihe easiest terms in turn! All the joys of
cooking electrically can be yours, yet
your budget will hardly notice the
difference! Come in and judge for
yourself!

WHEAT SHORTS, 100-lbs.
TANKAGE, 100-lbs.
SOYBEpl MEAL, 100-lbs.

5.00
3.00
6.00
3.90

u-TolrE-EM

HOGFATNER. 100-lbs.

4.00

LOOK TO

pumwsimostmatioriguisoismilimoim
By the Makers of
Americo's Leading
Electric Ranges
4.- •DEEPWELL COOKER

S

._

• CALROD'' UNITS
•HI-SPEED BROILER
• 1-PIECE STEEL BODY
•PORCELAIN FINISH

FOR THE FINEST -FIRST!

tor Soups.

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201

Main Street

Pkgs.

('ream style white.

25-Lb. 99c
Bag

Kroger Plain or Self-Rising.

25-Lb.
Bag

I•

Baking Powder.

- 32-0g.
Size

Shank Half
Tender Smoked, lb.

39c

49- PORK CHOPS
wicKLow
49' SLICED BACON
1B
WHITING

353915'

LB.

IIRFSSFI)

ORANGES

5

Top Quality Texas Sweet Seedles.s.

5

POTATOES

LB. MESH
BAG

Si

Fresh Lean end Cuts.

Juicy Sweet Florida

GRAPEFRUIT

-

Wilra.•••••••••••••••••

12 to 16 pound average - Butt Half, lb. 49c
U. S. graded good or choice
LB.

FOr SteVks

Macaroni or Spaghetti.

50-Lb.
Can
U•I

SMOKED HAMS
CHUCK ROAST
FeRs6111A1VBEEF
BRISKET 0' BEEF

Large
Size
Kruger Spotlight Save 90c on 3 pounds.

PI RE 110(i.

OXYDOL
DUZ
RINSO

Spec

Bag

le white.

Great Northern dry.

Pet or Carnation

.4

49,
1.00 ANGEL FOOD""
10 COFFEE
"
3 1.71
25( RONCO
2"
1 31
MEAL
or
21, FLOUR
7
27(
25- CLABBER GIRL
L 70
30- PURE LARD
7

No. 303
a Cans
Kroger Pure fruit strawberry.
12-0z. 1.
00
I
40 Jar%
Medium evaporated.
1-LB.

(1 Pint HUMKO OIL FREE)

GRAF'E JUICE. pint

str

krogo r 13-egg recipe.

No. 2/
1
2

o-cam

HUMKO,3-1b. can

The trotting

Don't Miss this special deal.
KROGER.

49c

DENNIS (MI
GAIL RUSS]

For
Only

(loot! quality.

BISQUICIC. 40-oz.

THE

kroger Picfrel. •

No. 2 Cans-

GREEN BEANS
HOMINY

What A T
And What

Save 5 to 7c on two Iolves

25c

PEAS
ICRAUT _
TOMATOES

WED1

39' CABBAGE

Lb.
Mesh
Bag
50-Lb.
Bag $1.49

U. S. No. 1
Washed Reds. 10 Lb.
Kraft Bag

Bulk

33c
LK

39c

These are
rugs, whii
ber-ized,
magazine.
GREY

24X36 IN(
24X48 INCI
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MRS. P. J. TRINCA
HONORS BRIF 7-ELECT
LOIS JEAN HINDNIAN
The first of a
series of pi•enuptialOparties to be given
fol.

Miss Lois Jean Hindman, popu- nut street.
________
Page 7
les, and Misses Carolyn Hill,
lar bride-elect of Rodney Arthur
Lois CHENIAE-SAMS
Arrangements of spring flow- Jean
Hindman, Grace Hill and
Mrs.
Jack
Coltha
rp
visited
ers
added a spring-like note to Mary
Miller; was the- lovely
Sat- aim; Mrs. Richard Childit
NUPTIALS TO BE
dessert
ss and
Swann Bushart.
urday afternoon with Mrs. Lexie
SAID ON FEB. 5
boys.
bridge given by Mrs. P• J• Trinca ' the house.
itt.
Friila night at her home on Wal- , The honoree wore a - beautiful MRS. BENEDICT
NIns
Mrs. James Pewitt and
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph William
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Walston and
trousseau model of black taffeta COMPLIMENT
son vis.,‘,(1 Mr. and Mrs. Harold
S
Cheniae
announce the engage- .11 idren of Almo, Ky., spent Sun_
and net featuring a gold trimmed BRIDGE CLUB
Pucket
t
",aturd
ay night.
ment and approaching marriage day with Rev. and Mrs. Byron
Lodice. She was presented a corMr. L. d Mrs. Fred
Ben lett
of their daughter, Lou Emma, to Jishop and children.
Mrs. Edward Benedict was
sage of yellow rose buds by the
spent
1inday
with hi • si ter,
host- Herman Claude Sams,
ess to her bridge club
Jr , son of
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Melton and Mrs. B a Pewitt
hostess.
and Mr. Pe .vitt
Friday Mr. and Mrs. Herma
n
night at her home on Oak
Claude daughters of Fulton spent Sun- ,
A lovely dessert with
street.' Sams, Sr.
Mrs. Emma Cloyes vlsited Mrs.
coffee
One guest, Mrs. Wallace
day with his mother, Mrs. Ethel
and mints
,
were served
Bessie Owen Saturday aftern
Ashby,
the
The bride elect graduated from Melton.
guests at card tables, after which was included in the two tables of
Mr. Marshall, who will lie 95
Fulton High School in the class
Mrs. W. P. Williams' father, years old soon
bridge was played.'Mrs. W. L. members.
is still able
to
of
1947
and
attended Murray Mr. Manning of Lone Oak,
Mrs. Eugene
Holland was high scorer for the
is very be walking down the street of
Hoodenpyle was State Teachers
College at Mur- ill at her home. Due to his illness Water
evening and received a silent but- awarded high
score prize and ray, Ky..Fo
Valley.
r the past year she Mrs. Williams' brother ot
ler, Mrs. Horton Baird, was sec- Mrs. Jack Burton low.
BluMr. and Mrs. Gilbert Wr.- :-.er
has been employee of the City ford, Ill., and
At the close of the
ond high and received an alumher
son
Paduca
of
h
and children of Lynnville s,
games Mrs. National Bank.
were called here over the weekinum ash tray set. Mrs. Clyde Hill Benedict served a salad plat.
Sunday with her mother, 1 irs.
e.
Mr. Sams graduated from Ful- -end. He is reported some better
Friday — Saturday — Jan. 27 fvlembers playing
won the bridge bingo and was
were Mes- ton
Carl Cooley.
28
High School in 1947 and
dames; Hoodenpyle,
given a brass vase.
is at this writing.
Burton, Her- now
The following
were Sun
engaged in dairy
Miss Hindman was given two bert Brady, Charles
—TWO HITS—
farmin
Ben.
g
P.
Bennet
t
spent Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and
David Phelps and J. C. Looney, with his father.
I
goblets in crystal pattern.
in
Fulton
with
hii
daughter, Mrs. Carl Pirtle and
Olive.
childre
The
wedding will be solemniz- Clyde Woods and
n: Mr. ! id
Mrs. Trinca was assisted
Mr. Wopds.
in
Mrs.
S.
J.
Reed,
ed
Mr.
on
and
Februa
Mrs.
ry 5th at two thirty. Sunday dinner guests
serving and entertaining by Mrs.
of Mrs. Mac Reed, Mr. and
Phone 470 For Job
o'clock at the home of the bride -Eura Hall
Mrs. Sel,:
R. T. Hosman of Milan, Tenn.,
Printing
and Jearldine were: Reed and
family
elect's
.
The
parents
occas.
, 302 Pearl qtreet.
Mrs. W. H. Sewell, Mrs. Gle
Mr. and Mrs. Lawton Hall and
was a celebration of Mrs. Pirt!
Dunn.
Miss Wanda Hall from Paducah and
•^
Mr.
Seldon Reed's birthda..-.
RICKARD MARTIN
Tne guests were Miss Hindman,
and Forrest Gillium of Wickliffe.
MARTHA NYE* • STIVE NOM
News and Personals from - - - The birthday
party
Friday
Mrs. M. W. Haws, Mrs.- Vyron
Sunday afternoon callers in the night
WITH CARTOON — SERIAL Mitchel
sponso
red by the Woman's
home of Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckl, Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr.,
Society of Christian Service of
Mrs. Joe Treas, Mrs. Ward Busett were Mr. and Mrs. W.
T. the Methodist Church was
well
hart, Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr.,
Ingram and Ruth, Mr. and Mrs.
SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDA
attended and enjoyed b'y all.
Mrs. Horton Baird, Mrs. W. L.
Harold Puckett.
Y
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl Bard
January 29-30-31
atIlolland, Mrs. Leon Browder, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Hasleell
tended the funeral of her nepl•ew,
Odell Puckett
Gilson Latta,
Mrs. Clyde Hill,
were Sunday night supper guests Mr.
Farley Granger
Ray.mond Guill, Sunday afSamuel Goldtvyn Raymond Massey Mrs. J. C. Scruggs. Mrs. E,lizabeth
of Mr. and Mrs. Whitt Garner in
ternoon at Wingo.
Charles Bickford
Odell Puckett
Mayfield.
Richard Basehart Snow, Mrs. Hendon Wright, Mrs.
Presents
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
.
!
Miss
Ada Pigue visited
McJack Carter, Mrs. Charles ThomHarry Tibbs, Warren Johnson
LI:ait.
Miss Kay Williams spent Sat- Bessie Owen Sunda
Clendon near Wingo.
y afternoon.
as, Mrs. Jasper Vowel], Mrs. Fel- and Randall Laird attended the
urday
night
Coneat
in
ulatio
Mayfie
ns,
ld
with
Mr.
her
and
Mr.
Mrs.
and Mrs. J. B. Byrn visrtix Gossum, Jr., and Mrs. Thomas Purchase Pennyryle Tournament
Iwin Stephens on the birth of uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Mrs ed Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edwar is
at Murray Thursdaynight.
Mahon. .
Marsha
a son born
ll
Hargro
ve
and
Wednes
son.
day,
Thursd
Janay afternoon.
Mrs. Jack Coltharp visited Mrs.
uary 18. He has been
Miss Stella Aydelotte
named
May Young and
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Boulton ard
TEXAS GUESTS
Mrs.
Bessie I Michael Preston.
Sunda
The Story of the Great Hatfield-McCoy
aftern
y
oon
with Mrs. P
Owen Wednesday afternoon.
-hildren of Memphis are vis',COMPLIMENTED
Mrs. Effie Hicks was able to Cannon and Mrs. Lula Vaughr
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gossu
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. IV.
WITH BRIDGE
Feud! ''They dared to Love Against All
m go to Fulton for a visit Friday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everet
t
spent last week in Fulton
Cloy, F., Boulton.
with afternoon after being confined
and
daught
the Angry Violence of Hate!
er
Mrs. Ward
visited
to
Bushart compli- their daughter, Mrs. Louis
Sunday
and Mrs. Lawson
Boaz her room for the past iew months with Mr. and Mrs.
Roo r
mented the members of her Wed- and Mr. Boaz.
Millard Clo7..f • • Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Gr with
a
broken
hip.
and
son.
nesday afternoon bridge
club,
Mr. and Mrs. John Britt and
'
711
‘
,
of'
Fulton
were
Stmil;
Mrs. Jeannie Scott visited SatMrs. Leon Bondurant and Miss boys spent Sunday
Rev. and Mrs. Shepard wer. . •ests of Mr. and
with his par- urday with Mrs.
WEDNESDAY — THURSDAY
Mrs. John Lt. Alice Lewis.
Carolyn Hill of Houston, Texas.
Friday night supper guests of Mr ta.
February 1-2
Friday afternoon at her home on
Third street.
What A Time For Living!
Five tables v;ere arranged for
games of contract. Mrs. Harry L. ,
And What A Great Love Story They Lived
Bushart was liigh scorer for the
! club
members and Mrs. Charles I
Felds was high scorer for th,-1
vs
gue-ts.
• Mrs. Bondurant. Miss Hill awl !
Miss Lois Jean Hindman
were ,
1.,iven guest gifts.
----Starring-A lovely salad plate was sei •
ed at the conclusion,,of the gin,
DENNIS O'KEEFE
RUTH WARM( K
Members attending. were Me.GAIL RUSSELL
CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD
dames; H. L. Bush:frt. R. A. Bin- !
fori,l, Glenn Dunn, Jack Edwar ' •
The trotting race horse picture that will go
Joe Hall, Charles R. Bennett.
,
I E. Fall, Jr.,,Guests were Mesdainstraight to your heart!!
es: Fields, Bondurant. M. W. 1
Haws, Horton Baird, W. L. Holland. Gilson Latta, W. T. Browning, Uel Killebrew, Frank Bead-

(
A
c;,"

FULTON, KENTUCKY

gusfLERS

Water Valley

ROSEANNA Mc(OY

FRIDAY & SATUDAY

THE GREAT DAN PATCH

•:.

Special Factory Purchase!

COUNTRY SAUSAGE
POUND

SHAG RUGS

SL

29e

.
031 AJLOFN

BEEF, ROAST

BEEForSTEAK

POUND 49`

POUND 75'

KEYKO OLEO

PORK CHOPS

SWIFTNING

CENTER CCTS

POUND 39"

POUND 25'

POUND 49'

WIENERS

SALT JOWLS
POUND 121
/
2`

3 POUNDS lit
COUNTRY HAMS

SWIFT or MAYROSE
Cello Wrapped

10 to 15 POUNDS

-POUND 48'

OR BEST

FOODCRAFT

CORN
303 CAN 10`

PEAS
No. 2 Can

2 FOR 27'

POUND 75"
3 POUNDS

QUAKER OATS GODCHAUX SUGAR
5 POUNDS
47'
33'
10 POUNDS 93'

RED WASHED

SAVE ONE-THIRD!

POTATOES
10 POUNDS 43'

These are the lowest prices we have ever offered on these handy
rugs, which can be washed, swept, vacuum-cleaned; have rubber-ized, non-skid backs. Guaranteed by Good Housekeeping
magazine.
-' GREY GOLD
GFtEEN
BLUE
RED
WHITE

24X36 INCHES
24X48 INCHES

2.30 30X60 INCHES
3.50 4 FT X 6 FT.

McDade Furniture Co.
319 21..23 Walnut Street

5.50
9.95

CAMPBELLS

DELMONTE PEACHES

TOMATO JUICE
131/2 FLUID OUNCES

NO. 21
/
2 SIZE (AN 25'

2 FOR 25'

5 POUNDS

KARO SYRUP
49'
DIAMOND MATCHES
6 BOXES 45°

ALL POPULAR BRANDS

WE WANT TO
BUY YOUR WHITE

CIGARETTES
CARTON $1.65

AND YELLOW

CORN

P & G SOAP
3 FOR 25'

HIGHEST MARKET PRICES

FEEDS — SEEDS — FENCING — FERTILIZER

A. C. BUTTSA

I

TE114

' WE DELIVER
.....0.1••••••••41.111.1Mil .0011•10.

11P,J V
MSC: 602 - 600
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Mrs. Strong, Mrs. Bard Give
Musical Program In Paducah

THESE WOMEN!

McCONNELL
By d'Alessio

These services are very interest
ing and we feel that we are very
fortunate in having Bro. Stovall
ai our teacher. Services begin at
7:00 P. M. Everyone has a cordial
invitation to attend.

Veterinary Service
Bro. Kline of Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson, Tenn., delivDay or Night
ered two very interesting sermons
Phone 807-R
at the Church of Christ Sunday
The Matinee Music Club pre- loveliness of the singer's voice
morning and Sunday evening.
or Call 70
Kearney
Edward
Mrs.
enMr.
and
most
was
sented Mrs. H. N. Strong, Jr., of and the audience
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Morris spent of Nllin, Ill., were Sunday guests
Fulton, a'dramatic soprano in a thusiastic as the final tones died
Sunday visiting relatives in Mil- of his brother, Lester Kearney Dr. H.W.Connaughton
most brilliant recital on Wednes- away.
an, Tenn.
on Arch street.
Probably the outstanding numday afternoon, January 18, at the
Graduate Veterinarian
Mesdames Eugene Taylor and
d
Vissi
What cannot love and rightwas
program
Unity Evangelical and Reformed ber on the
Located
on Martin-Fulton
bedside
attended
the
Guy
Harris
race?
All
for
the
seleceousness
achieve
Amore"
The
d'
varied Arte, Vissi
program
church. The
of their brother-in-law, Will Tay- that can be accomplished, and
Highway.
semi-popular in a classical way, tion revealed the flexibility of
lor, Friday at the Baptist Hospit- more than history has yet
recontrol,
compositions by the singer, her breath
ranging from
,al, Memphis. where Mr. Taylor corded.—
\ Baker Eddy.
quality of her
Puccini, Malotte and Schubert to and the lovely
underwent a major operation.
voice.
Faure, Campbell and Tipton.
His friends wish for him a very
Closing her recital Mrs. Strong
1VIrs. Strong is a soloist of great
speedy recovery.
sang "Ave Maria," and " The
forceful
giving
range of voice,
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell and daughLord's Prayer," in which she
Mrs.
ter, Ann Caldwell, drove
and dramatic interpretation. Her distinguished herself as an outDwight A. Drumm (nee Lucille program opened with 'Clair de standing artist. '
Caldwell), to the Municipal AirLune" and immedietely she
Big
Her encores were 'The
port, Memphis, Friday, where
established herself as a singer of'Brown
Bear" (Zucan) and
V.S;IT
°13
Mrs. Drumm boarded an Amerial
great ability. "The Crying
-2;1 "Mighty Like a Rose" (Nevin).
can Airliner for Dallas, Texas,
•
Water," the closing song of the ; -G. G. Bard, accompanist
where she will be met by her husfirst group brought out all the
for Mr
trong, played her piano
motor on to Austin.
_band and
reat
power
and
group wit
Texas, their home. It was prev;•lean tonal ef ts. The Chopin's
//a11-°\
iously reported that Mrs. Drumm
"Polonaise,"
always has great
pupE
was leaving for Texas, however:
.•opeal and Mrs. Bard came up to
—See—
she had a serious infection and
miL.K co.
'the expectation of her audience.
was re-admitted to the Weakley
citadc A
T. H. "Tom" Cowden She also played "Waltz in E
County Hospital, Martin, and was
PaSTEuR1ZED
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn •or" (Chopin). As an accompanist
Sunday.
only
dismissed
on
"They
were
all
waiting
to
see
you,
Doctor, but they just
HOMOGENIZED,
she was adequate and sensitive.
Mrs. Norris Moss is a patient at
heard a wonderful vitamin advertised on the radio!"
Her encore was Prelude from the
Hospital,
Memphis
the
Baptist
"Bohemian Suite," by Friml.
Mrs. Moss sustained severe burns
.gt the conclusion of the recital
alt Pints like
on her arms, face and neck sevteta was served from a linen
Our milk's fine flavor
eral anonths ago and was hospitaldraped table with a centerpiece
That's why with them
ized for sometime. It is our underof a large bowl of yellow chrysand doctor bills-is paid?
We're first in carer.
By Mrs. Walter Voelpet
standing that she is having new
anthemums and pink carnations, Questions frequently arise as to
All that is necessary up to skin grafted on her neck now.
with silver candelabra on either the methods by which the polio 100(z;
,,,
Seireral from here attended the
side holding burning white cand- fund is used. In an effort to exbasketball
Q. Ei&n. the money have to Rives-South Fulton
les. Mrs. W. C. Moore and Mrs. plain the program to everyone, be6.repaid?
game at South Fulton Friday
Mayme Dryfuss Gruenebaum we are presenting a simply series
A. No. These is no obligation to night.
presided at the tea service
at of questions and answers.
SERVICE ANDOUALITY
Prayer services continue to be
ONE BIG MAGAZINE either end.
1. Q. How rnuch money does repay any-funds spent.
the
at
held
on
Thursday
nights
gtiarcontribute
am
I
7. Q. If I
PHONEI31.3J
Kentucky need?
Sig news among sportsmen these
hurch of Christ, with Bro. E. W
days ls the merger of two
A. More than $500,000. The na- anteed help if I get polio?
favorite magfaxiites--Outdoors
charge.
Fulton,
in
Stovall
of
tional advanced Kentucky $100,A. Assistance is given freely to
-and
Outdoorsonon. Together
Dickie Collier has recovered 000.00 in 1949 t,o help us pay our all and no check is made as to
Hwy provide • powerful combleatio• le support of cons•rvafrom a head injury he received at hospital bills and doctors.
by
contribution. However, only
Hoe amid oetdoor recreation
school and has returned to school. 2. Q. Why so much?
the cooperation of all can such a
gpenerally. More poges--rnore
editors—more articles. stories
A. To insure continuing care program be maintained.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Henderand departments; but still only
previous
son, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowers of polio patients from
8. Q. Do the workers get paid?
25c a copy. $2 a year.
and daughter, Ann spent Friday years and to provide reserves for
A. Not one. All chapters officnew patients.
in Paducah.
directors, and solicitors work
3.-Q. Why does half the money ers,
Mrs. W. C. Hogg has returned
There are only 4
voluntarily.
([00E11174
from a visit to her daughter in collected here go to the National salaries in the entire state these
office?
with which is combined
Chicago.
office staff necessary
Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to walk
A. Our half must go entirely for are for a
Mrs. J. C. Yates and Mrs. Hatadministration.
treatment of our own
victims. to
and back? A PHONE CALL to
downtown
tie
Woods
were
Sunday
dinner
.
patients
go
9.
Q.
Must
all
polio
A114 NORTH MICHIGAN AV:ilUE
The half which goes to New York
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Mad- .
"75"
brings
our
CHICAGO IL ILLINOIS
to
Louisville?
"
'is spent for research training of
nurses, phylical therapists, and
A. No. Isolation patients are
good foods to your
hospitals in Louisdoctors, maintaining and pur- received in
door! We give
chase of expensive equipment and ' ville, Paducah, Lexington, Covthe emergency
needs of every ington and Owensboro with phyprompt delivery,
state in case of epidemic. Thus sical theropy treatment centers
choice
groceries
we profit from all our gifts.
maintained in. the same
being
4. Q. What polio patients are cities.
and meats,
offered help?
10. Q. How much help was givA. Everyone—regardless of age, en to victims of Fulton County
race. creed, color, social or fin- in 1949?
ancial position — in the degree
A. These were 8 reported cases
to which assistance is needed.
in Fulton County in 1949. A total i
5. Q. How much of the hospital of $1101.39 was spent for their
care and that of others still need234 EAST FOURTH STREET
dox.
Mrs. Presley Campbell under- ing treatment. Some are still re- ,
'11Nlill11111111111111111101111illii11111111111111,11111i11111111r11111iNVININI1111111111111111111111H1i11111HIlliiiiiiliiiiIIIIIL..
went a maior operation at Haws ceiving treatment.
Memorial Hospital Saturday.
Mrs. G-orge Moore and MrLeo Greengrass attended a PTA
meeting in Murray Saturday.
Mra. Doyle Frields and little
daughter, Karen have returned
from several weeks visit to her
parents in Detroit.
soft
so
is
uses
Parisian
Mrs. J. C. Yates has returned
The water
from several weeks visit to her
their work
do
suds
that
pure,
SOH, Lawson Yates and family in
and
4
Nashville.
gets
without extra effort. This
Mr. and Mrs. John Bowers, Mr.
/A
A
and Mrs. Roy Fields and Mrs. J.
wear and
out all dirt, yet saves
O. Anderson
were
Sunday
guests of Mrs. William Roach in
teai!
Paducah.
Mrs. Bailey Huddleston visited
Mrs. Fanny Ezzell Saturday
in
Paducah. Mrs. Ezzell recently underwent a Major
operation in
Riverside Hospital and is slowly
improving but still in the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brady ate
the guests of her sister, Mrs. R. V.
Campbell in Tampa, Fla.
Miss Carolyn Roberts was the
PHONE 14
weekend guest of Miss Mary Ellen Mischke in Paducah.
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PA RISIAN
aindry & Dry Clean s

A Goal) ComPANiioN
Men quickly wcrrm up to this grand, 93
proof brand with its rich Kentucky taste.
For 81 years Bond & Lillcad has been
making friends.Introduce yourself, today!
"Uniformly Fine
Since 1869"
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Introducing a
Great Load-Master "105" Engine
It's the most
werful truck engine in
Chevrolet history! And it's here now
to give you a new high in on-the-job
performance for your 1950 hauling.

,
ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS

This great Load-Master Valve-inHead engine with 105 horsepower
enables you to speed up heavy-duty
schedules — complete more deliveries
in less time. And for light- and medium -duty hauling, Chevrolet's famed

Thrift-Master Engine also delivers
more power with improved performance.
Come in and look over these new
Chevrolet Trucks in the light of your
own hauling needs. See all the important improvements for 1950. See how
Chevrolet offers just the model you
want—with more powcoprcater
value than ever!
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FOPULARITY LEADERS

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PFiODUCTS CORP., NEW YORl!, N. Y. • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRIT3
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WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
This past cold spell quite a few
farmers butchered their hogs.
Mrs. J. C. Olive spent Monday
in Fulton visiting her
mother,
Mrs. Lester Brown.
Little Linda Collier has been
on the sick list for the past few
days.
There was two grand messaqes
on Saturday evening and Sum:41y
afternoon at the State Line Mission. Rev. Earl Baird of Cayce,
the pastor, brought the evening
message and Rev. R. E. Woodard
of Union City brought the afternoon
message. There was an
overflowing crowd on Sunday faternoon. Services are held eat.h
Saturday evening at 7:30 and
Sunday
afternoon at 2:30 and
mid-week prayer meeting each
Thursday evening at 7:30. The
public is invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
were the dinner guests of
Mr.
and Mrs. Vanford Smiley of Riceville and attended church at the
Baptist church Sunday morning,
and evening and the Mission in
the afternoon.
Dickey Collier happened to an
accident on Tuesday of last week.
While playing at school a swing
hit him on the head causing him
to be right sick and had to spend
one night at the Fulton Hospital
for treatment. He was able to re
turn to school on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore attended church at Fulton Sunday.
Rev. Bishop of Water Valley
spent Saturday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman
Collier
and family.
Our South Fulton school children are having to go to school
a half-day on Saturday to make
up some days
because of bad
weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
and family were at church at Fulton Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon.
Edgar Grissom spent
awhile
Monday evening
with
Vance
Hicks.
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FULTON ELECTRICfit FURNITURE cp..
Phone 00

NEW LOCATION • •• 217 EAST FOI4RTH STRE
ET

11111: BUILDER 11!1
Something For Nothing
—All we want in return
Ls to see your szniling face
in our store each week
iuring the next six
weeks.

FREE
:xi:me in and get your
TICKET NOW—
back and get
anothaz each week. First
;lag Sat., Feb. 4 and
a new drawing, with new
prizes, each week during
February.

DRAWINGS START
FEBRUARY 4

Mississippi Plantation Life:

The Writings Of
Mettle Dear
to walk
kLL to

E.71-"

•

0, give thanks unto the Lord,
for he is good. Mrs. Johanna here
is some don'ts.
Don't get afraid, don't get to
the place that you can't be told
something, don't hate the truth,
don't think the preacher hate,
:
because he hits your
number,
don't go to sleep in church, don't
,corn a man in jail, don't fz.il
N•sit the sick. don't
slight the
widows, don't murder
peonies
feeling, don't turn your nose at
the poor, don't get in way of the
Gospel, don't stone a prelcncr
when he's right, don't get mad
when you sec the preacher coming. don't stay away from church
bec iuse it has rained, don't think
you can go to
heaven on talk,
don't hides your faults with hes,
don't try to know
more
than
everyone in the world, don't steal,
don't be stuck. up, don't get mat:
for nothing.
Don't think the Lord love you
best. don't make a god our of your
child, don't get mad when you
hear the truth, don't stay away
from church, don't laugh at people pa.ssing, don't laugh at deformed people, don't carry money
nack home that you ought to give
the church, don't think that you
don't sin, don't lie down without
.praying, don't eat without giving
thz.nks, don't think that you are
a bully, don't boast on your manhood, don't lie on the Holy Ghost.
Don't join the church to elver
your s ns, don't attend to other
peoples business, don't think that
• you have more sense than the devil, don't stay home on
Sunday
and not go to chtirth,,clon't sliget
your parents, don't put your par ents out the doors, don t slight
l'our neighbors, don't fail to -&c, In
iunday School, don't fail to read
the Bible, don't stand in the way
of sinners, don't keep your light
under a bushel, don't meet God
unprepared, don't think that you
can' go to heaven without being
born, don't try to ride the rods,
don't be denied in what you do.
don't think that you are good.
don't keep the neighborhood in
an uproar.

26 - PIECE STAINLESS STEEL

Set of Dishes

Tableware Set

YES! WE STILL CARRY
A AND B PACK
RADIO BATTERIES

REG.5.95
SPECIAL THIS
WEEK ONLY - - - -

COMPLETE WITH TRAY! • SERVICE FOR 6!
• LIFETIME SET; NEVER WEARS OUT!
VALUE
$9.00
TRADE - BUILDER SPECIAL!

We Repair

MIRRORS RADI
OS
half- price! 14 - HOUR SERVICE

We maintain a fresh stock at all
times: 1000 - Hour Guarantee
Based on Six Months' Service.

* AU,PLATE GLASS!
* Framed, tnframed, Decorative _
frames!
* Oral, Circles, Oblongs, Squares!
* Values $5.95 and up to $19.95
* Entire Stock Included!

495

IN TODAY - - - - OUT TOMORROW
We have a comglete line of tubes,
parts, Etc.
PICKUP (Lad DELIVERY

:

NOW! ANYONE CAN NAVE PLENTY OF
HOT WATER IN A JIFFY!
NEW "POCKET-SIZE" PORTABLE
WATER HEATER'

HEATS FAST AS GAS
Merely plaoe a FAST-WAY Portable Water Heater in receptacle cohtaining
water. Plug in nearest socket. Presto!
Heats water quick for bathing,scrubbing,
washing, etc. Also cleaning milk separators, etc.--speed depending on quantity.
Heats fast se average gas burner. No fires
to build or hot water to carry—no running tip and down stairs. No dirt , no MUM,
no top-heavy fuel bills. Handy! Inexpensive! Now costs less than $2.25. Caution!
Read directions before using. For sale by—

WILSON'S GARAGE

3
ONLY $2.49
gimpmfilmiimilimemvoffiltmorwrisiimmorfirepfmemmannpaamaseadmeiamemeaurtememilitomiguilliimilmt

Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
PHONES: 1665, 1528
I

32 - PIECE FLORAL DESIGN

• A BEAUTIFUL DINNERWARE SET!
• SERVICE FOR SIX
VALUE
$10.00

General Motor and
Body Repair Work

: new
your
nporhow
I you
realer

NOTHING TO BUY! NO
OBLIGATION!YOU DO
NOT HAVE TO BE PRE-.
SENT TO WINE

I AWARD§ FEB. 4th

USED PARTS
USED CARS

divers
form-

1ERS

DRAWMGS END
math 1ST.

-

All The Latest

HIT PARADE RECORDS
New records arriving daily in Hillbilly, Popular and Blue tunes.
Our records are conveniently catalogued and displayed. Come
in and browse around.

TRADE - BUILDER RECORD SPECIAL THIS WEL,

ALL POPULAR ALBUMS 1-i3 OFF
4D.
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School News

don't bmow who D. L. P.'s new members are urged to attend the night and broke her hip. She is
flame is.
all day meeting February 21 with a patient in Haws Memorial HosIt litteMS there is a new boy in Mrs. Roscoe Williams.
Visitors pital.
in
interest
showing
school that is
are always welcome.
Phone 470 For Job Printing
be
couldn't
It
family.
Mann
the
Funeral service were conductS. M. could it?
been ed Monday afternoon by Rev. E.
have you
J. W. what
Mt. Pleasant
days after H. Smith at the
doing the last two
Church of Christ for Neal Willschool? Wanta piece of gum?
iams._
FriMrs. Mary Collins spent
SCATTER NOTES
with Mrs. Toni
F.H. students returned to school day afternoon
morning January 23. Waddlington.
Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive and
others
Some came in smiling
faces. children have gone to Detroit.
came in with such dull
Set It. Forget it.
Mrs. R. S. Gossum visited Mrs.
For as everyone knew we have
Maytag does tal
just finished with mid-term ex- James Copeland and new baby
the work. See it
Everyone went to daughter Monday.
aminations.
todaY•
s219"
their home room sort of nervous,
Mrs. W. O. Locke fell at her BENNETT ELECTRIC
but when time came for the re217 Main
Monday
Fulton
port card there were quite a few home in South Fulton
smiling faces. And I'm happy to
report that most everyone came
with high enough averages to
,ss on to an A section.

By Patsy Green
Cissy Murphy was born Septembcr 30, 1932. She has lived
at 103 Second street for 17 years
and has gone to the West Fulton
Schools all 12 years. Her favorite
subject is Phys. Ed., which she
will, make as her major in College and her preference in college is U. K.
We elected Cissy as our Freshand the next
man cheerleader
three years she was unanimously
voted foK the same position. She
it head cheerleader this year and
we think she has done a wonderful job in supporting the team.
night of our eighth
On the
grade graduation, Cissy .entatPILOT OAK
tained us with a party. We'hao
Mrs. B. G. Lowry
wonderful time as we always cio
;at "Murphy's" house.
V.r. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry had
Her favorite sport is basketball
and Mrs. Willis Jackson an,l
. and hal 'noL.,,v is collecting vas( s.
of Clinton, Mr. and Mrs.
Her .Plvorite clothes are an old
Ladd of Beelerton. Mr. and
,
slopp.
blue J,C011S,
pair
Mrs. John Yates, Mr. and Mrs.
polk-a-dot shirt, saddle oxfords
Richard Lowry, Mrt'and Mrs. R.
and that bright orunge cap she
S. Gossum and boys, Mr. and Mrs
has worn all summer. She likes
Elzo Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
to play golf, swim, and play tenLowry, Jimmie Allen and Marnis. She also throws in a little
Sunday
shall LoWry as their
footbgll on the side. In fact she
guests.
Her
is an all around athlete.
Mike Williams, young son of
favgrite pastime during the winMr. and Mrs. L. T. Williams is
tec is playing canasta and bridge.
with
home
his
confined to
I would also like to mention
mumps.
Cissy Murphy
that Cissy has a very dainty litMr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum have
tle puppy that stands approximately 3 feet from the floor. to go with B. S. C. If you don't purchased an electric Kelvinator
is
it
who
to
know
count
just
sev- stove.
"Hotshot" is his name and has
en.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland
been her pet for 4 years.
It seems that R. B. and J. S. i-re spent Sunday with his dad, W. L.
having a little trouble. What's Rowland and Allie.
SENIOR NEWS
Homemakers
The Pilot Oak
A. P. hasn't been in -the mood the matter R.? Does he flirt with
met recently with Mrs. Edwin
for studying this week. Coul it the 'rest of the girls.
be that she has her mind on one I bet D. M. wishes he had a dime Carr. Ten members were present
for every girl in High School that for Mrs. Lily Gorden and Mrs.
at our newcomers, G. R. P.
likes him. I know of forty cents Harry Yates to demonstrate putgoslatest
Well just about the
ting the hooked rug in a frame.
he would have.
last
F.
J.
sip is htat T. G. dated
excellent reAll leaders gave
is
Why
and
M.
P.
P.
A.
always
up-Ted,
it
Saturday ngiht. Keep
G. Lowry was
B.
Mrs.
and
ports
arguing
the
over
man.
same
He
all
your
you can't be a bachelor
selected to represent the club at
couldn't be worth it.
Life.
Farm and *Home Week in Lexingthat
and
seems
M.
It
B.
C.,
P.
One of th,ebig surprises this
ton, January 30 to February 3.
are
doing just fine
for
B.
N.
week was to see 13: V. with A. M.
was in
Virgil Arnett
Mrs.
themselves.
at the show Sunday nite.
What is happening to us? We charge of the recreation. All
old
Things were looking like
ball'imes Tuesday nite at the
'tame with C. M. and G. R. to';ether.
weekend
N. S. enjoyed last
thoroughly. I think the reason
:or' this is that W. M. from Martin was here Friday and Saturday.
There are a few Senior girls
called
composed a song
who
"Mousy" last week. Why is it
you get such a kick out of singBig
front of ;The
ing it in
Three"?
I hear p. G. got a phone call
ON A
last
Lexington
from J. A. in
. Turisday night. Is he your latest
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IN OUR NEW •CHRISTAIAS
CLUB AND BUY YOURSELF'
THE VERY MERRIEST
CHRISTMAS EVER IN 1950..
IT'S SO EASY TO SAVE
THIS WEEKLY WAY.
YOU'LL BE SO GLAD.

JOlii OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB TODAY c•4*
,
Plan for Peace of Mind
and Plenty for Christmas 1950

FULTON
BANK
Member: Federal Deposit Insurance ('orporation.

'inest
nirst.
outhern States Seeds are selected for their
ability to produce more tons of hay or grain
per acre—inure feed -from a bushel of seed.

Hybrid Seed Corn
Kobe and Korean Lespedeza .
Certified s• Uncertified Ladino Clover
Sweet, Red,and Alsike Clover
Red Top and Timothy
Orchard Grass

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY
SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
102 Main St.
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JUNIOR NEWS
The Junior class welcomes Willy Rice Se Glen Powell to -our
schooI. We junior girls are especially glatl to have them
because of the boyboy shortage in
our clan. Don't get worried Amelia as we know where Glen Ray's
heart belongs.
We gained two
boys and lost a girl which even
things up. Betty Lou
Murphy
has gone to S. F. S. She seems
to
v.-onder why?
Say 7'1. D. how do you
like
iilirk',
hair cut? Don't Priswer if ynti don't want to as we
know it made vou wordless
S. A. B. needs a lesson in memory work so she can keep name,
strri'ght. Seems as if she got in a
little trouble not so lotig ago because of calling the wrong name
with the right boy.
J. G. was
given a
surprise
birthday party and from what I
hear it almost knocked her dead.
Is that ring on her finger a birthday vesent or does it belong to
Dickie Boy.
B. B. and N. W. seem heartbrokne in English class. They are
way Prross the room from each
other Maybe if they are good as
they usually are they'll get back
together by 1951.
D. C. and A. Mc. are having a
few differences lately. Hope they
get them patrheci up.
B. S. J. and T. S. have peen
seen together quite a b't lately.
Could something be developing?
B. J. T. and Lucious are still
hitting it off nicely. Congratulations.
There's a rumor that M. F. and
Terry Mc. have gotten back
together. is it true or false?
Did tve see B. B. witn C. Jack` so long ago? Has she alson nt,
so been seen- with B. G. and-a-hey
from .T4ckson? Nothing like variety ^ it B. B.

Remei
nomic

Phone 399

Start Your

e seniors want to welcome
.he former Betty Warren, now
Betty Dodson, back to Fulton
High.
I hear H. S. is in the market
for green shirts since the Fulton7tinton ballgame Tuesday night.
Wonder why.
I saw B. G. talking to R. G. W.
from Clinton Tuesday. Stay in
there "Blondie."

Frid

Quality Feed

YOU
YOU

•••••••••.)1111110.

BROWDER'S
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STARTER & GROWER

shoe
to see
Air-CI

COMBINATIZN IS
SCIENTIFICALLY BALANCED

204 Ma:

FOR

Maximum Gain
AND

Maximum Profits

STARAtiisfim
irOHWING
—FEED

it'ith Browder's Starter-Grower All-Mash

NO CHANGE IS NECESSARY
IN YOUR FEEDING PROGRAM
FOR THE FIRST 14 WEEKS
Recleaned, Steel-cut PIN HEAD CHOPS
and BABY CHICK GRAINS are
Available at all times.

lit
BROWItitt
FULTON, KY.

1 SERVICE WORK FOR ALL FLOCKS
_ FED ON BROWDER'S FEEDS IS
—
AII7,ABLE AT'ALL
.A-V—
DELIVER
WE
900
CALL US PHONE
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A
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"IPHOMORE NEWS
It seems that a certain girl ia
Fulton High School would like

I

y 27, 1950

Friday, January 27, 1950.
Accurate .
WORICMANSHIF'
.... At Low Cost

Church At Walnut Grove Is 112 Years Old

Walnut Grove Community — , elder and two preachers- to tend
Walnut Grove Methodist church. them. The
circuit extended from
It's hard to separate the two
the Tennessee river to the Hicknames, for the church has been
the focal point of the community man vicinity.
five miles southeast of Fulton for
Some years
later a
frame
lo these 112 years.
church was built and
stood
The first Walnut Grove church through the Civil War in spite of
was a log school house known as gunfire from guerrillas, many of
Hortons. The name was changed whose pellets were embedded in
to Walnut
Grove in 1840,
at its framewok.
which time the Methodist circuit
About 1900 a new church buildfor that area numbered about 50 ing was started and it was finishchurches with only one presiding ed about 1902. It is that building

Watches, Clocks a n d Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
Repaired ist Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

USE SOIL PROPERLY,
WINNER ADVISES
(Ed's Note: the following essay won first prize of a $25.00
bond and entrance in State
competition for Patsy Merryman of Fulton in the recentlycompleted
County
contest
sponsored by R,eed Bros. of Fulton on behalf of the Fulton
County Soil Conservation District. Mis.s Merryman, 16, is a
student at Fulton High).
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Here you can depend on the
Inest repair service at low
-ost. We guarantee our work.
Remember — for expert economical radio servce — call

management, Land management
provides for the proper use
of
all land, control or management
of water, and a vigorous growing
vegetative cover of useful vegetation, all of which are absolutely
essential in good farming. The
practices selected should be those
that will accomplish the desired
results in conserving or improving the land, provides the most
economical production for
the
land and meets the needs and desire of the farmer.

W.O. W.EXPLAIN
BENEFIT PROGRAM

Ho v Farmers In My District Can
Further Soil Con.servation
US.
Through Pasture
Improvement.
Woodmen of the World Life In—PROMPT ATTENTION—
(By Patsy Merryman)
PHONE 4-0-1
surance Society, which will comLong ago, when the
Indians plete its sixtieth year next June
lived here and the pioneers were 6, will
carry on an advertising
homesteading, the land was covprogram
this year in some
200
ered with timber and the top
And Tire Company soil was porus and absorbed wa- leadirrg weekly and daily newster. But in clearing the land of papers to explain its three-fold
205 Commercial Ave. ' timber
cropping program of
and continual
.fraternalism, *protec' the virgin top soil was allowed to tion and service.
erode to such an extent that'in a
advertisements will be
The
few years hence the land can- published every third week durnot support our growing popula- ing the year in newspapers pubI tion, unless drastic measures are lished in communities served by
'Itaken to conserve our remaining local Woodmen
field representafarmers
help tives..Their combined circulation
I soil. The
can
through good farm management exceeds three million subscribers.
and pasture improvement, rather The Fulton County News is
one
than the continual cropping and of those selected
to carry these
mining of the soil. The farmer's advertisements.
pasture program should contain
both permanent and' winter pastures for better soil control.
Permanent pastures should be
established on land unstilted for
cultivation, such
as
row-crop
the
hills or rolling land where
per cent of the slope is too great
THE REAL McCOY
for plowing. In seeding permanHAS COME TO TOWN ent pastures the type of land
productivity of the soil and the
Air-Cushioned McCoys are new
use of pasture are to be considerand they are news — good news
ed. The -permanent pasture mixfor you because now you can buy
tures should include grasses and
full heel to toe cushion — shock
absorbing. foot easing comfort. legumes that are adapted to the
type of soil. to the level of soil
And—most important—you can
producticity, and to the type of
buy them right here — fitted by
each
from
grazing expected
backed
competent shoe men and
field. Mixtures of grasses and
by our reputation, a DOUBLE
legumes may
produce two or
ASSURANCE OF QUALITY, I three times as much hay or pas: tures as grass alone. The pasturc.‹
Styles for ever:. need.
:should consist of a mixture of the
$8.45 to $13.95.
following grasses and clovers; fesYOU CAN fed THE DIFFERENCE I cue, blue grass, orchard grass, red
I top, alfalfa, ladino, sweet clover,
BECAUSE
alsike, and red clover.
Proper
YOU CAN led THE CUSHION I care of a permanent pasture is as
irhortant as the establishment.
McCOY AIR CUSHIONS are
Proper care consists of, not overd.f1,..at shoes, you can frrt the
grazing, mowing weeds, and addcushion, you ean
the features 'ing proper top dressing.
. . . the 1950 version of what a
Winter cover crops or temporshoe should be. Come in today
ary pastures should be sown upon all cultivated ground. Winter
to see the complete selection of
pastures consist of small grains
Air-Cushioned McCoys.
and crimson clover. These crops
AM IXCLUSIVI
primarily to prevent
are sown
PRANCHISED URVICI OF
leeching of the soil during
the
winter months; and for a green
turnunder crop in the spring for
more fertility of the soil, or may
be harvested for small grains.
SHOE SHOP
a
Pasture improvements are
204 Main Street
Fulton part of a sqund program of land

CITY ELECTRIC

MENI HERE'S

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!
Most Complete Stock

that now serves the congregation.
A building fund is being raised
Because it is in need of repair, for the proposed
new
church.
the building will be replaced as Building committee
members are
soon as possible.
Royce W. Jolley, Frank Sellars,
The church was organized in and Milton Counce. Even persons
183g by the Rev. J. M. Major, not members of the church
are
father of Dr. George L. Major, donating toward the new
struc442 Lake Street
Phone 231
who practiced in Fulton for many ture.
—
—
years. Charter members were Mr.
A ladies group has been formand Mrs. A. H. Walker, Mr. and ed to assist the drive. Mrs. Tom illEOLOICIMIESICISEOLOCALOCSIONEINEVICIADFICOLIIIICSKOC
ACODNEO.:110.61111
Mrs. George Horton, Mr.
and Jolley is president of the society,
Mrs. King Clark, Sally Horton, which is sponsoring fund-raising
Abe Horton, George Casey, Cally projects. A Woman's Society for
Casey, Mr. and
Mrs. Bradley Christian Service has also been
THEY'RE STILL TOPS FOR
Gamble, Mr. and Mrs. Geolge organized
under Mrs. Glenn
Gamble, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Walker as president.
FAST, EASY SEWING
Horton, Mr. and Mrs. James McChoir director at Walnut Grove
Fall, and Mrs. W. C. Bowers.
is Mrs. J. T. Fowlkes, Mrs. Frank
The first Sunday school super- Sellars is organist.
BUILT-IM
intendent of the church was MosSEWUGHT
es Hughlett.
Lorge,non-ploro
Others who have
reflector. "Lightserved are R. H. Mitchell, G. L.
ens" your work
Major, R. B. Mitchell, Dr. Ed
at needle.
Baucom, Will Lowe, R. B. Sellars,
Mrs. Irene Boaz, Frank Sellars,
Mrs. Jessie McIntyre, J. T. Reese,
and Glenn Walker, the present
superintendent.
Pastor of Walnut Grove is the
Rev. T. J. Smithmier, during
SEWMACHINES
whose ministry the whole south
610 W. STATE LINE
Fulton Circuit
has improved.
DIAL TENSION'
Other churches in the circuit are
PHONE 389
CONTROL
Portables and Furniture Styled Cabinets Eliminates
Chapel Hill, Harris
and
New
gve,s
Hope.
work.
Just set it
Smooth,reliable Domestic Sewmachines for

GRANDMA SA1 S:

AD - ART

by number and
forget it.

faster, easier sewing. The famous Domestic
your grandmother used — and liked so well
— with all the modern features added.
Come in and try one yourself. Watch its
smooth operation. Learn the many exclusive
features that can help your sewing ... and
thrill to the handsome, special purpose
cabinets designed for use cs desks, tables,
lamp stands for any room in the house.

Notice to Meznbers of

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1265
Fulton, Kentucky
Meeting Nights Are Changed To:
Officers' meeting, First & Third Friday Nites.
Regular Lodge meetings, second and fourth
Friday nights, each month.

AUTOMATIC
BOBBIN WINDER
Disengopes automatically when
bobbin is properly filled

Headquarters For All Sowing Machine Supplies
Oil... Betts ...Needles ... Parts

BENNETT ELECTRIC

NEW LOCATION OF MOOSE HALL:
212 CHURCH ST. — MAIN FLOOR

217 Main Street

Fulton

1111.0110XIABAIIFOROXIIRSAMPAMPSTUNPARSIISPEIMISIXOPSIFIONSFAIMRSPS

e takethe Woes
and Worrio

I

Weat
her
outof
NE of the grandest things about your Buick is the
way you can ignore the season — chew your way
O
through gravel and dust aiike, splash through the wet
stretches, snug and secure even on slippery pavements.

Out bear this one thought in mind...
Rough road conditions call for special attention to your
lubricants. Tires should be checked for correct
inflation—for deep, clean tread that bites on a slick surface. Brakes won't stop you with a sure and gentle
toucli if the master cylinder needs-more fluid, or if an airbubble has worked itself into .the line. These things, and
more, should be checked to ke.—
ep your. Buick at its best.

FORRESTER'S

Notice To

If that sounds like more than one thought to bear in mind
—just drive into our shop and tell the man,"LUBRICARE,
please."

AUTOMOBILE
OWNERS

Our winter Lubricare treatment covers all these points
— with specially trained mechanics following factory
specifie.:,ions as they go over your car from end to end.
Drive in this %Neel:, why don't you? The price is surprisingly km. The peace of mind is priceless.

I will be at the CITY HALL,in Fulton, on

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
Jan.31 and Feb. 1, 1950

444444 best

for the purpose of issuing new
Automobile Licenses for 1950
All persons will please bring their 1919 registration receipts, as 1 am required to- take them
up when new license is issued.

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
KATHRYN KELLY,
County Court Clerk

224 - 228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky

7

toN110.ta,

.

•••-•'
;1 •
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pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
washer
1.V...\ NT TO SHARE CROP Lip to
PERSONALS
WO, washer ot•
WANTED: Country hams. Cur- ATTENTION AilEN! Many men
4.5 RPM. etc. Standard or long
COM. 1111Y, dairy Or
:)(.)
'.1,•i'CK,
one
year.
usod
but
Not
senarate.
prices
market
rent
Florence King of.Carbonore being held back in estabMrs.
piayino. Sport Center. 324 WaltelP.eco. Have 4 helpers. Write
Phone 470 Charlie Hicks. FillSMITH'S CAFE, Fulton.
dale, Ill., is the guest of Mrs. J.
i 1.shing themselves in a busines-:
Ridgelv, . nut, Fulton, Ky.
BreeLlen,
Buddy
ton,.Ky.
of their own due to the lack of
Tenn, Rt. 1.
_- - - - D. Whitq and, Mrs. Daisy Terry
,
ion Eddings street.
capital. Let us put you in busi- SEE THESE GOOD BUYS IN
FOR SALE: 1 used electric wash;LOST: One 350 pound little stee;
Mr. and Mrs. Arch Huddlesness in City of Fulton, Clinton,
ing machine at $39.50. Exstandard
WASHERS,
MAYTAG
Ky.
Fulton,
USED FURNITURE
i calf. Meritt Milner.
ton, Sr., and Mrs. Winfrey ShepHickman or Fulton Soutbezi:-t
change Furniture Store, Fulton,
automatic models, $124.95
and
Route 1.
room
erd left Wednesday for several
Graves Counties. Buy on credit. 1 used nine piece dining
Kentucky.
and up. Sales and service.
- suite.
weeks visit in Lakeland, Fla.
The line is complete and proBennett Electric, Phone 201,
1 used couch.
Mr. and Mrs. John Noffel and
WANTED TO BUY: We will buy
Fulton, KY.
NOTICE: Bring your tractor in • fitable. Write Rawleigh's, Dept. 1 used sewing niachine.
25-1b. of your old rags, the cloth Mr. and Mrs. Jack Naifet and son,
KYL-1071-257, Freeport, III.
now for spring tune-up. Avoid
Fulton Johnny have returned from a visDARNELL FURNITURE CO. StE US FOR YOUR PHONO-' has to be of cotton.
the rush. Paul Nailling Imp.
it in Portagesville, Mo.
County News. Fulton, Ky.
Phone 1395
GRAPH
RECORDS: - Latest
Co., Fulton, Ky.
FOR SALE: 1 Thor washer with 108 Paschall

CLASSIFIED taDS
BUY-SELL-hIRE-RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
first Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50c)
Each Succeeding Insertion l',2c
Per word.
We will-be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in With the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.
AUTO GLASS installed while
.you wait. Satisfaction guayan- teed. Fulton Paint and Glast
Co. Phone 909.
--WELLS- DP.T.T...,L7.171• Pur:ris
Pir•ks Drilling Co: 304
t.
133;.
Fr"

GREEN BEANS

IONA

No. 2
C:an

!:001,4A pEpt\!...; TENDER

:

Iona Cream Style
;Id nut ,
thlngs. Loor.ard
I posted rear of Laird-Gosspo
Welding Shop, Fulton.
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN
Rz.ther than box and reship
some responsible party with
good credit can take over thi,
beautiful practically new spinet piano, in mahogany, with
matching bench, only 37 inche:high, and full
88-note, p-.:
small down payment and a:-sume monthly payments. Fo:
particulars write Steve Campbell, Finance
Manager, 72-1
South 4th St., Louisville, Ky.
and we will arrange for you to
see and inspect it.

FOR SALE
One Mile from Fulton, 84
lcres with good frontage
on Union City Highway
.,,nd good gravel road on I
wo sides. Buyer could di-'
ide into several small
racts profitably.
See
LEON BROWDER,

knoa the ruin-

itgcr of your A&P Wirer
If not, we suggest you get
to know him. You'll find him
friendly and helpful.
It is his job to see that your
ASP is adequately stocked
and staffed; and that you are
entirely satisfied with the
food and service you get.
What suggestions have
you that uill help your
A&P manager do a better
joh ... that ill make
your A&P a better place
to shoP? Please writv
Customer Relations Department,
ASP Food Stoics
420 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD

CHED-O-BIT

Adra'r.

2
SEE THESE GOOD USED CARS
NOW!
The new 1950 Chr-sler and Plymol,th. now on clisrlar. at the
- CING MOTOR CO. We
on
-.ale the following reconCitioned
i'nd guaranteed:
'949 Plymouth: four door special
deluxe with heater.
1948 Chevrolet: Fleetmaster, radio and heater.
1945 Chevrolet, Fleetmaster, tv
door, radio'and heater.
::)-!7 Men(
011'3 co.opi.,
z.nd
.Se-er21 ot!'
ehonse trom.
i,ond us.ed ears- befPro_
Se2 tho
you 1)::v.

KING MOTOR CO.
tit Carr '4(r-et
Phone 125;
• - -TYPEWRI.TERS. ADDING MACHINES, CASH, REGISTERS
SALES, REPAIR. TRADE
FULTON OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
"Everything For The Office"
Phone 85
_
BARGAINS IN NEW AND
I'cr19 FT.'RNITURE
1 new Weter
Walmrt,
desk (with dbair)
*41.50
1 new Console Table, reg. price
34.50 now only
12.95
1 reg. 249.50 bed room suite with
Cedar Lined Robe .
149.50
1 Mahogany finish (twin bed)
...bed room suite
149.50
Large selection of other suites.
1 new two piece Wine Velour living room suite, reg. 149.50 only
112.50.
1 new reg. 11.95 baby stroller 6.50
Other strollers 8.95 and up.
1 good used studio couch .. 17.50
1 two piece Mohair living room
suite
1 used r,latform rocker a real
buy
•...
. 19 95
1 usec! occasional chair like
nevi
6.95
1 good used warm morning type
heater.
1 used gas range( a real bargain)

69c

LB.

Loaf
qamormowsmommommamp
FEUIT
COCKTAIL
No. 212
51

MICE SIZE

HER

Phone 55

FISH, Fo. /
I2

No. 2'2
Can
No. 2
Can
12-oz.
Can
No. 303
Can
No. 2
Can
No. 2
Can

No. 21 2
CAN

14-0Z.
BOTTLE

20c
22c

PEANUT BUTTER, Sultana, 2-1b. jars

59c

WHITEHOUSE MILK,Evap., 3 tall cans

34:

LUNCHEON MEAT

19r

- LEGS or THIGHS, LB. 65c
WINGS, LIL 2:1c- BACKS, LB. 19c

TREET or PREM, 12-oz. can

-AIL/

ANY CHUCK
CUT

FLOUR
PLAIN

•.

2CV

Bag

1"

Lb.
Bag

1-LB.

59c

8 O'CLOCK
COFFEE

3

(
q9

Lb.

LB.

Bag
ANN PAGE PURE
PRESERVES
Pineapple - Plum - Peach
Apricot - Blackberry

A MAI

25`

1-Lb.
Jar

EsmigsmAgnieuripsomplisem

SWIFTNING
SHORTENING
LB. g7r
Can

23(

No. 2
Can

(1-LB. CAN

28c)

CUT - RITE
WAX PAPER
125 FT.
Roll

226'

GERBERS

CRISCO

IVORY

IVORY

SWAN

RINSO

BABY FOOD

SHORTENING

FLAKES

SOAP

TOILET SOAP

SOAP POWDER

STRAINED OR CHOPPED

3

CANS

260

3

LB. CAN

14,113. CAN

750
2qc

2 LG. PKGS. 49,

Volum(

Old Hari
come throu
this season
of its mu(
through doi
around us
have untol
and inconv
Smithland,
inundated I
uation won,
happened z
down arour
Hies flee tl
their lives.

LB. A -A
7EIZQ FR.ESH WHOLE
CREME FILLED
BEL •-• ix IAST
49'
29,
fOiZt:LOIN ROAST Lnd
• Portion
u .
DEVILS FOOD
READ./ TO hAT HAMSShank
LB. P°rii°n 49c
1-LB.
LAYER CAKE
PORK SAUSAGE PURE
45,,
SKINLESS WIENERS
3-INCH
PKG.
SIZE
TUBE 19,
ONLY
TumA I OES Pu=
tiu
3 LBS. 25,
APPLES ras°All's
19,
NEW LOW PRICE
POLE BEANS =IDA
MARVEL GOLDEN OR ICED
3 LBS. 25(
RED POTATOEs FLORIDA
NEW
9LARGE 75('
CELERY CRISP
RAISIN BREAD
WHITE
Walks
S. No. 1
15 LB. dAr
POTATOES MU CH
1-LB.
IGAN
'
Bag
*C
LOAF
LB. A q(
2
PRUNES ALARGE
P SIZE
PKG.
t.

Emu

On the t
borhood
drowned tl
ed out of
(Groundho
perhaps NI
_ for rain tot
forgot to st
it put.

27c

07,EOMARGABINE, Sure Good, 1-1b. ctn.

SUNNYFIELD

CHERRIES

'lain
204 t

r

PORK & BEANS,:ma,3-1-1b.--cans

EY

RED SOUR PITTED

Enrle Hotel

Can
1014-- oz.
Can
No. 2
Can

CALIFORNIA CHUNKS AND FLAKES
1 UNA

13A:iS
PLAIN or
1
;
l c'
ALMOND,
vernamminermovt-esrmtr.-

2

No. 2'2

PEACHES oRINNEATEs'yRop
HEINZ KETCHtik/

"?'F.r71,'WONE,

Used Frtrriture Store
Henry M. Bethel, Mgr.
Phone 908
Church Street ,

5 90 PER WEEK

HOMINY IONA
SOUP CAMPBELLS
TOMATO
GREENS KorAmLEusTTUARRNDIP
SAUERKRAUT G°°D
QUALITY
TOMATO JUICE
GOLDEN WHOLE KERNEL
CORN VACUUM
PACKED
SPINACH GCX3D
QUALITY
DICED CARROTS 1°NA
CUT BEETS 1°NA

FANCY

SULTANA

McD.4.11DE'S

FOR SALE.: One three pie(:e'llving room suite at $27.50 Fxchange Furniture Store. Fulton.
Kentucty.-

No. 2
Cart
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Bath Size . ..
Reg. Size, 3 for

12c Bath Size
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22c Reg. Size Bar 3 for 17'7-
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